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MODULI SPACES OF SEMIORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITIONS IN FAMILIES
PIETER BELMANS, SHINNOSUKEOKAWA, AND ANDREA T. RICOLFI,
WITH AN APPENDIX COAUTHOREDWITHWENDY LOWEN
ABSTRACT. For a smooth projective family of schemes we prove that a semiorthogonal
decomposition of the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves of the fiber of a
point uniquely deforms over an étale neighborhood of the point. We do this using a
comparison theorem between semiorthogonal decompositions and decomposition tri-
angles of the structure sheaf of the diagonal. We then apply to the latter a deformation
theory for morphisms with a fixed lift of the target, which is developed in the appendix.
Using this as a key ingredientwe introduceamoduli spacewhichclassifies semiorthog-
onal decompositions of the category of perfect complexes of a smooth projective family.
We show that this is an étale algebraic space over the base scheme of the family, which
can be non-quasicompact and non-separated. This is done using Artin’s criterion for a
functor to be an étale algebraic space over the base.
We generalize this to families of geometric noncommutative schemes in the sense
of Orlov. We also define the open subspace classifying non-trivial semiorthogonal de-
compositions only, which is used in a companion paper to study indecomposability of
derived categories in various examples.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Overview. Triangulatedcategories and their enhancements are the subjectofmany
recent developments in algebraic geometry, and other fields such as symplectic geome-
tryor algebraic topology. Semiorthogonal decompositionsprovidea fundamentalmethod
to understand the structure of such categories, in particular in the setting of algebraic
geometry and noncommutative algebra. This idea goes back to Beilinson’s description
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of the derived category ofPn using an exceptional collection [11], andwas generalised in
[15, 17] to allow semiorthogonal decompositions with more complicated components.
The aim of this paper is to study the behavior of semiorthogonal decompositions in
families, by constructing amoduli space for them and describing the geometric proper-
ties of this moduli space.
Before a brief survey on the role of semiorthogonal decompositions in algebraic ge-
ometry, we discuss a prototypical example which illustrates their expected behavior in
families.
1.1.1. The geometry of −1-curves. By Castelnuovo’s contraction theorem we have that
a −1-curve on a surface is the exceptional curve of the blowup of another surface at a
smooth point, and hence can be contracted. This fact constitutes the foundation of the
birational classification of algebraic surfaces. A classical example in this setting is that
of a cubic surface: it contains precisely 27 lines, and these are all the −1-curves on it.
If we consider a versal family X →U of smooth cubic surfaces, we can upgrade the
set of −1-curves to a moduli space of lines in the fibres of the family, or relative Fano
scheme of lines, which will be denoted by
(1.1) F→U .
This is a finite connected étale cover of schemes, of degree 27, reflecting the 27 lines on a
cubic surface. A celebrated classical result is that themonodromy group of this covering
space is the Weyl group of type E6, which is responsible for all the different realisations
of a cubic surface as blowups of P2 in 6 points in general position.
As the structure sheaf of a −1-curve is an exceptional object of the bounded derived
categoryof coherent sheavesof a surface, whichhence inducesanon-trivial semiorthog-
onal decomposition, the covering space (1.1) will be naturally included as a connected
component of the moduli space of semiorthogonal decompositions associated to the
familyX →U . We will come back to this point in Section 9.
1.1.2. Semiorthogonal decompositions in algebraic geometry. The study of −1-curves
is a precursor of the minimal model program, which is about the birational classifica-
tion of higher-dimensional algebraic varieties. The DK-hypothesis asserts that there is
a close relationship between operations in this program, and semiorthogonal decom-
positions of triangulated categories.
The DK-hypothesis claims that given a birational map X ¹¹Ë Y between smooth pro-
jective varieties X and Y , and an equality KX =KY (resp. inequality KX >KY ) of canoni-
cal divisors, there is an equivalence of categoriesDb(X )≃Db(Y ) (resp. a semiorthogonal
decomposition of Db(X ) in terms of Db(Y ) and some complement). A typical example
of such a birational map is a divisorial contraction and a flip (resp. a flop). The paper
[55] studied the case of smooth blowups and projective bundles, thereby initiating the
whole subject, and [17] studied the behavior of derived categories for standard flips and
flops. See [37] for a survey for the development after these works.
There also exist semiorthogonal decompositions which do not originate from the
minimal model program. A typical example is the Kuznetsov component for a Fano va-
riety of index iX , which appears as the semiorthogonal complement of the exceptional
collectionOX ,OX (1), . . . ,OX (iX −1) inD
b(X ).
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In [17] the example of the intersection of two quadrics was studied, whose geom-
etry is controlled by the geometry of the associated hyperelliptic curve. The derived
category of this hyperelliptic curve is precisely the Kuznetsov category. Similarly, the
relationship between the geometry of cubic fourfolds and the properties of its asso-
ciated Kuznetsov category are a topic of current interest [6, 42]. Moreover, studies of
analogous decompositions on “fake rational surface” resulted in the discovery of (quasi-
)phantom categories. For an overview of these, and many other examples, one is re-
ferred to Kuznetsov’s ICM address [45].
The notion of semiorthogonal decomposition also plays an important role in other
areas, such as matrix factorisations [56], or Fukaya–Seidel categories. They also play an
important role inmirror symmetry, by virtue of the generalisation of Dubrovin’s conjec-
ture to semiorthogonal decompositions given in [60].
1.2. Results. In this paperwewill construct amoduli space for semiorthogonal decom-
positions and describe its geometry, for arbitrary families of smooth projective varieties
(and more generally geometric noncommutative schemes as defined in [57]). This is a
far-reaching generalisation of the moduli space of lines (1.1) for a family of cubic sur-
faces. The following statement is for semiorthogonal decompositions of length 2. Later
in the introduction we will discuss variants for decompositions withmore components.
TheoremA (Theorem8.1+Proposition4.7). LetU beanexcellent scheme, and let f :X →U
be a smooth and proper morphism which admits an f -ample invertible sheaf on X .
Then there exists an algebraic space SOD f →U , which is moreover étale overU , and
which admits a functorial bijection
SOD f (V →U )≃

V -linear semiorthogonal
decompositions PerfXV = 〈A,B〉

for any quasicompact and semiseparatedU -scheme V →U .
TheV -linearity conditionmeans thatA andB are closed under tensor products with
perfect complexes pulled back from V , and this is one of the essential conditions that
ensure the existence of base change for semiorthogonal decompositions.
Theproof of TheoremA consists of checkingArtin’s axioms for algebraic spaceswhich
are étaleover thebase, whichwe take in the formof [27, Theorem11.3] (seeCriterion8.2).
The three axioms are:
(1) SOD f is a sheaf on the big étale site ofU (Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 2.25),
(2) SOD f is locally of finite presentation (Theorem 6.7),
(3) let (B ,m,k) be a local noetherian ring that is m-adically complete; then, for any
morphism SpecB →U , the natural map
SOD f (SpecB )→ SOD f (SpecB/m)
is bijective (Theorem 7.1).
In this paper we give a proof for point (1) as an application of the descent results
in [23]. This result is based on the linear reductivity of finite groups, so our proof works
under the assumption thatU is defined in characteristic 0. Independently of the current
work, in a more general setting and using derived algebro-geometric methods, an fppf
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descent result for semiorthogonal decompositions for arbitrary families of enhanced
triangulated categories was obtained in [1, Theorem 1.4]. This implies point (1) without
the assumption on characteristic. We come back to the relationship between this result
and ours in Remarks 4.5 and 8.9.
Strictly speaking, we first consider a functor of semiorthogonal decompositions on
the big affine étale site (AffU )Ét and show that it is a sheaf (Theorem 4.2). Thenwe define
SOD f (cf. Definition 4.4) to be the corresponding sheaf on the big étale site (SchU )Ét
under the equivalence of topoi (cf. Lemma 2.25) Sh (AffU )Ét ≃ Sh (SchU )Ét.
For point (2) we use a description of SOD f in terms of decompositions of the struc-
ture sheaf of the diagonal, so that we can describe the projection functors in terms of
Fourier–Mukai kernels. For this description the smoothness and properness is an im-
portant ingredient, to obtain base change for semiorthogonal decompositions. This de-
scription using kernels also allows us to study the problem via deformation theory, as
required for point (3), and by the semiorthogonality of the base change we obtain that
all obstructions vanish and that there is a unique lift.
It is important to remark that Theorem A does not work for the unbounded derived
category at all. This is caused by the non-representability of the projection functors via
kernels, which is crucial for our argument as discussed in the previous paragraph. We
come back to this in Examples 8.10 and 8.11.
Remark 1.1. It is not clear whether or not SOD f is in fact a scheme in general. As
pointed out in Example 8.7 it can happen that the structure morphism SOD f → U is
neither separated nor quasicompact, even restricted to connected components. Sepa-
ratedness is a common ingredient in criteria such as [39, Corollary II.6.17] to show that
algebraic spaces are in fact schemes. This is a newphenomenon,which is not present in
the example (1.1) of −1-curves. In Question 8.8 we also ask whether the existence part
of the valuative criterion is still satisfied for ourmoduli space, which is a weaker version
of properness, holding for −1-curves in the context of (1.1).
As a corollary to the proof of Theorem A we obtain a generalisation of [30, Theo-
rem 1.1] which shows that étale-locally in a family one can extend exceptional collec-
tions.
Corollary B (Corollary 7.4). Let f :X →U be a smooth projectivemorphism of noether-
ian schemes. Let X = f −1(0) be the fibre over a closed point 0∈U . Assume
(1.2) Db(cohX ) = 〈A,B〉
is a k(0)-linear semiorthogonal decomposition. Then, possibly after shrinkingU to an
étale neighborhood of 0, there exists a uniqueU -linear semiorthogonal decomposition
PerfX = 〈AU ,BU 〉
whose base change to the closed point 0 ∈U agrees with (1.2).
One can not take the neighborhood to be Zariski open in general, since in general
there is amonodromyasweobserved in theexample (1.1). Weexplain thisphenomenon
with the easier example of the linear pencil of quadrics in Example 7.5.
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1.3. Relation to earlier works. To explain the motivation behind our results, let us de-
scribe the history of similar results for the easiest semiorthogonal decompositions: full
exceptional collections. Here all the subcategories are equivalent to Db(k). The defor-
mation theory of exceptional objects goes back a long way, as it already provided the
intuition and inspiration for the results in [18], using the expectation that exceptional
objects uniquely lift to deformations.
This intuition was made precise for infinitesimal deformations of abelian categories
(and their derived categories) in [51], and for formal deformations of abelian categories
(and their derived categories) in [66]. In a strictly geometric context these liftability re-
sults are explained by the deformation theory results in [34, 48].
More recently, in [30, Theorem 1.1] and [26] it was shown that for smooth and proper
familiesX →U , the existence of a full exceptional collection in a closed fibre extends to
the existence of a full exceptional collection in an étale neighbourhood.
Theorem A (and its variants discussed below) generalise these results to the case of
a semiorthogonal decomposition whose components are not necessarily built up of ex-
ceptional objects. Themain reason for the extra level of complexity in the proofs is that
we are no longer lifting exceptional objects in the derived category itself. Rather, we will
encode semiorthogonal decompositions using triangles in the derived category of the
product, and need to lift morphisms instead of just objects. For this we have developed
a deformation ofmorphisms in Appendix A (joint withWendy Lowen), similar to but dif-
ferent from the one in [51], as we do not fix a lift of the domain of themorphism. This is
a far-generalisation of the deformation theory of Quot functors (see, say, [24]) and stable
pairs ([47]), and hence would be of independent interest.
Another precursor of Corollary B, not just for exceptional collections, was studied
in [25]. It takes as the base U the moduli stack Mg of genus g curves, and the fam-
ily X is the relative moduli space of rank 2 vector bundles with odd determinant, and
the point 0 ∈U is any point in the hyperelliptic locus. The semiorthogonal decomposi-
tion of the fibre in 0 is the decomposition given by the universal vector bundle, which
is shown to give a fully faithful functor Db(C ) ,→ Db(MC (2,L)) when C is hyperelliptic
using an explicit geometric construction of the moduli space. Corollary B generalises
this example to arbitrary families and arbitrary semiorthogonal decompositions where
the components are not necessarily derived categories themselves.
1.4. Amplifications. HavingconstructedSOD f it is possible tobootstrap, andconstruct
(1) the moduli space SODℓf of semiorthogonal decompositions of length ℓ, so that
SOD f = SOD
2
f ;
(2) the moduli space SODℓ
B
of semiorthogonal decompositions of a givenU -linear
admissible subcategory B ⊆ PerfX , such that SODℓf = SOD
ℓ
PerfX ;
(3) the moduli space ntSODℓ
B
of nontrivial semiorthogonal decompositions (Defi-
nition 8.26): thosewhere each component is required tobenon-zero, as anopen
and closed subspace of SODℓ
B
We show in Theorem 8.13, Corollary 8.25 and Theorem 8.30 that these are all algebraic
spaces, étale overU . The latter is the most interesting part, and could be empty if the
fibers of f admit no non-trivial semiorthogonal decompositions. The other two are al-
ways non-empty.
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These moduli spaces are the natural recipients of an action by the auto-equivalence
group and the braid group (by mutation), as discussed in Subsection 8.4. These group
actions reflect many deep questions on properties of semiorthogonal decompositions,
such as the transitivity of the braid group action.
1.5. A conjecture. The generalisation of Theorem A to SODℓ
B
given in Corollary 8.25
suggests the following conjecture, in the spirit of [57].
Conjecture C. Let D be a family of smooth and proper dg categories over an excellent
schemeU . Then there exists an étale algebraic space SODD/U overU with a functorial
bijection
SODD/U (φ)≃

V -linear semiorthogonal
decompositions Perf(DV ) = 〈A,B〉

for quasicompact and semiseparated schemes φ : V →U .
The case whereD = PerfX (with the appropriate enhancement) is Theorem A. Prov-
ing it will likely require some techniques from derived algebraic geometry, as in [1], and
is related to the construction of moduli of objects in dg categories from [65].
More generally one would like to take the baseU a sufficiently nice algebraic space,
or even an algebraic stack.
1.6. Applications. In Sections 8 and 9 we discuss various examples, and revisit the ge-
ometry of −1-curves for families of cubic surfaces. A theoretical application is the fol-
lowing:
• In Remark 8.42 we deduce from TheoremA the fact that semiorthogonal decom-
positions are rigid under the actions of topologically trivial autoequivalences,
which is first shown in [38]. The proof in Remark 8.42 is more conceptual than
the original argument.
Other applications of the moduli spaces constructed here are deferred to the following
companion papers:
• In [5] it will be explained that the moduli space being étale over the base can
be used to show how being indecomposable is a condition which specialises to
closed fibres, andhow this canbe used to give new indecomposability results for
derived categories, extending those of [38]. We very briefly touch on this topic
in Example 8.34.
• In [35] the example of P1 × P1 and its degeneration to the second Hirzebruch
surface will be discussed in detail, extending upon Example 8.7.
1.7. Structure of the paper and conventions. In Section 2 we collect various prelim-
inaries on derived categories of sheaves and semiorthogonal decompositions for the
reader’s convenience. In Section 3 we discuss base change for semiorthogonal decom-
positions, generalising the results of [43]. An alternative discussion can be found in [6,
Section 3.2].
The main object of interest, namely the functor of semiorthogonal decompositions,
is introduced in Section 4. The main result in this section is that it is in fact a sheaf on
the étale site.
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To prove that this sheaf is an algebraic space, which is moreover étale over the base,
we need an alternative description whichmakes the deformation theory of semiorthog-
onal decompositions more explicit. In Section 5we introduce the presheaf of decompo-
sitions of the structure sheaf of the diagonal, and show that this presheaf is isomorphic
to the presheaf of semiorthogonal decompositions (Theorem 5.9).
Using this alternative description we show in Section 6 that these functors are limit
preserving. In Section 7 we study the deformation theory of semiorthogonal decompo-
sitions, and show that semiorthogonal decompositions for perfect complexes are unob-
structed and have unique lifts.
In Section 8 we can then conclude from Artin’s axioms that we indeed have an alge-
braic space which is étale over the base. We give various amplifications (to arbitrary
length, relative to a fixed subcategory, and restricting to non-trivial semiorthogonal de-
compositions).
In Section 9we discuss the relationship between themoduli space of lines in the fam-
ily of cubic surfaces (1.1) and the moduli space of semiorthogonal decompositions in
some detail.
In Appendix A we develop the deformation theory for a morphism in a derived cate-
gory, with fixed lift of the codomain. This is written in the generality of deformations of
abelian categories, and to not break the flow of the main argument we have isolated it
in a self-contained appendix (joint with Wendy Lowen).
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is central to this paper, that deformations of semiorthogonal decompositions could be
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2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we state the general conventions that will be adopted for the rest of the
paper, and we collect most of the technical results that we will need.
2.1. Derived categories of sheaves. For a scheme X , let ModOX be the category of
OX -modules and QcohX be the subcategory of quasicoherent modules. When X is lo-
cally noetherian, also we let cohX be the subcategory of coherent OX -modules. All of
them are known to be abelian categories. Let D(OX ) = D (ModOX ) be the unbounded
derived category of ModOX . For ∗ ∈ {+,−,b,;, [a ,b ]}, we let D
∗(OX ) denote the full
subcategories of D(OX ), where the decoration ∗ indicates the location of the (possibly)
non-vanishing cohomology sheaves. We use the same convention for D∗(QcohX ) and
D∗(X ) ..=D∗(cohX ).
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By D∗qcoh(OX ) ⊆D
∗(OX ), resp. D
∗
coh(OX ) ⊆ D
∗
qcoh(OX ), we denote the full triangulated
subcategory of complexes with quasicoherent, resp. coherent cohomology.
Definition 2.1 ([64, Section 2]). A complex E ∈D(OX ) is called perfect (resp. strictly per-
fect) if it is locally (resp. globally) quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex of locally free
OX -modules of finite type.
We write PerfX ⊆ Dqcoh(OX ) for the full triangulated subcategory of perfect com-
plexes on X .
We recapitulate some known results on the identification of various triangulated cat-
egories of sheaves:
◦ By [62, Tag 08DB], if X is quasicompact and semiseparated (i.e. has affine diago-
nal) the canonical functor
D(QcohX )→Dqcoh(OX )
is an exact equivalence (see also [14, Corollary 5.5] for theproof in the casewhere
X is quasicompact and separated).
◦ By [10, Corollary II.2.2.2.1], if X is noetherian, the canonical functor
Db(X )→Dbcoh(OX )
is an exact equivalence.
◦ By [62, Tag 0FDC], if X is noetherian and regular of finite dimension, the canon-
ical functor
PerfX →Db(X )
is an exact equivalence.
The general construction of derived functors in the context of unbounded complexes
is carried out in [61], where all the usual compatibilities between these derived functors
are also proved.
2.1.1. Derived Nakayama–Azumaya–Krull. For the sake of completeness, we include a
derived version of Nakayama–Azumaya–Krull lemma.
Lemma 2.2 (Derived Nakayama–Azumaya–Krull, local version). Let (R ,m,k) be a local
ring. Let
P • =

· · ·→ P i
d i
−→ P i+1→ ·· ·

(2.1)
be a bounded complex of finitely generated free R -modules. Then
P • = 0∈ Perf(R ) ⇐⇒ P •⊗R k= 0∈ Perf(k).
Proof. The implication⇒ is obvious, so we show⇐. Since (P •)∨ also is a bounded com-
plex of finitely generated free R -modules, by replacing P • with it, we are led to show the
implication
Hom•R (P
•,k) = 0⇒ P • = 0∈ Perf(R ).
In the rest, we show the contraposition of this assertion.
Let m be the maximal index for which Pm 6= 0. Without loss of generality we may
assume thatHm (P •) 6= 0. In fact, if dm−1 is surjective, since Pm is a free module over R ,
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we can find a splitting s : Pm → Pm−1 of dm−1, so that P • is quasi-isomorphic to the new
complex of finitely generated free R -modules
· · · → Pm−3
dm−3
−−→ Pm−2→ Pm−1/s (Pm )→ 0→ ·· ·

,
which reducesm by 1. Since P • is a bounded complex, we can repeat this process only
finitely many times.
Since 0 6= Hm (P •) is a finitely generated R -module, the usual Nakayama–Azumaya–
Krull lemma implies that V ..=Hm (P •)⊗R k 6= 0. Choosing any surjective k-linear map
f : V → k, we obtain a sequence of morphisms
P •→Hm (P •)[−m ]→ V [−m ]
f [−m ]
−−−→ k[−m ](2.2)
in Perf(R ). One can see thatHm of the composition of these morphisms is a surjective
R -linear homomorphismHm (P •)→ k. ThusHm
 
Hom•R (P
•,k)

6= 0. 
For a scheme X and a point x ∈ X , let
ιx : Speck(x )→ X
be the standard morphism from the spectrum of the residue field at the point x .
Lemma 2.3 (Derived Nakayama–Azumaya–Krull, global version). Let X be a scheme
and F ∈ PerfX . Then
F = 0∈ PerfX ⇐⇒ Lι∗x F = 0∈ Perf(k(x )) for all x ∈ X .
Proof. Note that ιx has a factorisation
Speck(x )→ SpecOX ,x
jx
−→ X .
Since jx is flat we have that
F = 0 ⇐⇒ j ∗x F = 0∈ Perf(OX ,x ) for all x ∈ X .
Thus we have reduced the assertion to Lemma 2.2. 
2.2. Afewnotions fromschemetheory. For laterusewe recall somenotions fromscheme
theory, which apply to not necessarily noetherian schemes.
Definition 2.4. (1) A collection of line bundles {Li }i∈I on a quasicompact and qua-
siseparated scheme X is an ample family of line bundles if one can find a set of
triples (i ,n , s ), where i ∈ I ,n ∈ N, s ∈ H0(X ,L⊗ni ), such that X =
⋃
(i ,n ,s )X s is an
affine covering of X (see [64, Definition 2.1.1]).
(2) An invertible sheafL on aquasicompact and separated scheme X is ample if {L}
is an ample family of line bundles (see [62, Tag 01RP]).
(3) For a quasicompact and separated morphism of schemes f : X →U , an invert-
ible sheafL onX is f -ample if for every affineopen subsetV ⊂U , the restriction
L|f −1(V ) is ample on f −1(V ) (see [62, Tag 01VH]).
(4) A morphism of schemes f : X →U is H -projective if f factors through a closed
immersion of U -schemes into PNU for some N > 0, and f is locally projective
if there is an open cover U =
⋃
λ∈ΛUλ such that for each λ ∈ Λ the restriction
f −1(Uλ)→Uλ isH -projective (see [62, Tag 01W7]).
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Proposition 2.5 ([10, §II.2.2], [64, Proposition 2.3.1(d)]). Let X be a scheme with an am-
ple family of line bundles. Then every perfect complex on X is strictly perfect. In par-
ticular, there is an inclusion
PerfX ,→Dbqcoh(OX ).
The following result will be important in translating semiorthogonal decomposition,
and their deformation theory, into the deformation theory of perfect complexes (and
morphisms between them).
Lemma 2.6. Let f : X → U be a smooth and separated morphism of schemes, and let
ι∆ f :X ,→X ×U X be the inclusion of the diagonal. Then the structure sheaf of the diag-
onal∆f is a perfect complex onX ×U X .
Proof. The structure sheafO∆ f is by definition ι∆ f ,∗OX = Rι∆ f ,∗OX . But ι∆ f is a closed
immersion by the separatedness of f , and a locally complete intersection morphism
by the smoothness of f , so in particular it is a proper perfect morphism. Thus by [49,
Example 2.2] we know that Rι∆ f ∗ : Dqcoh(OX ) → Dqcoh(OX×UX ) preserves perfect com-
plexes. 
Remark 2.7. When we drop the smoothness assumption on f : X → U , perfectness
of O∆ f fails. It would be interesting to see what can be said if we instead think of the
semiorthogonal decompositions ofDb(cohX ).
2.3. Deformation theory in thederived category. In this subsectionwe recall a fewdef-
initions and results on deformations of complexes from the literature. In Appendix Awe
develop the deformation theory of morphisms of complexes with fixed lift of the target,
which is a generalisation of the deformation theory of complexes, as explained in Re-
mark A.20.
Let f : X → S be a flat morphism.
Definition 2.8. A complex E ∈ D(OX ) is S-perfect if it is locally quasi-isomorphic to a
bounded complex of S-flat quasicoherent OX -modules. We let Perf(X /S ) denote the
category of such complexes.
Remark 2.9. The category Perf(X /S ) is a full triangulated subcategory ofD(OX ). It plays
a prominent role in Lieblich’s work [48], where it is denotedDbp(X /S ).
Since we will use Lieblich’s work [48] on the deformation theory of complexes to de-
form Fourier–Mukai kernels for admissible embeddings, we will now spend some time
reviewing the language necessary to study deformations of perfect complexes.
Definition 2.10. For a scheme S , an S-ring is a commutative ring A equipped with a
morphism of schemes SpecA→ S . The category of S-rings will be denoted by AlgS .
Let f : X → S be a flat morphism of schemes. Let A։ A0 be a square-zero extension
of commutative noetherian S-rings. Form the cartesian diagrams
XA0 XA X
SpecA0 SpecA S

ι
 f
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and fix a complex
E0 ∈ Perf(XA0/A0).
Definition 2.11. A deformation of E0 over SpecA is a complex E ∈D(OXA ) alongwith an
isomorphism E ⊗LAA0 e→E0. If E ′ ∈D(OXA ) is another deformation of E0, an isomorphism
of deformations is an isomorphism φ : E e→E ′ inD(OXA ) such that
E ⊗LA A0
E0
E ′⊗LA A0
φ⊗idA0
commutes.
In the definition, we have set E ⊗LA A0 = Lι
∗E , and we will use similar tensor product
notation throughout for the restriction functor along an arbitrary morphism.
2.3.1. Formal deformations. Let (R ,m,k) be a complete noetherian local ring, and let
f : X → SpecR
be a flat morphism. Set Rn = R/m
n+1 and XRn = X ×R Rn for n ≥ 0, and consider the
natural closed immersions
ιn : XRn ,→ XRn+1 , n ≥ 0.
Definition 2.12. A formal deformation of a complex E0 ∈ Perf(XR0/k) over R is a se-
quence of objects En ∈D(OXRn )with compatible isomorphisms Lι
∗
nEn+1 e→En .
Remark 2.13. Let ÒX denote the formal completion of X along the fibre X0 = f −1(0),
where 0 is the unique closed point of SpecR , corresponding tom. We have the cartesian
diagrams
X0 ÒX X
Speck SpfR SpecR

j
 f
and to give a formal deformation of E0 is equivalent to giving a complex E ∈ D(OÒX ),
along with an isomorphism L j ∗E e→E0.
2.4. Semiorthogonal decompositions. Wewill recall some important definitions from
[43] in this section.
Let T be a triangulated category. Given a class of objects A ⊆ T , its right and left
orthogonal
A⊥ = {T ∈ T |HomT (A[k ],T ) = 0 for all k ∈Z }
⊥A= {T ∈ T |HomT (T ,A[k ]) = 0 for all k ∈Z }
define triangulated subcategories of T , closed under taking direct summands.
Two classes of objectsA, B ⊆ T are called semiorthogonal ifA⊆B⊥ (which is equiva-
lent to B ⊆ ⊥A).
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Definition 2.14. A semiorthogonal decomposition of length ℓ of a triangulated category
T is a finite sequenceA1, . . . ,Aℓ of strictly full triangulated subcategories of T , such that
(1) Ai ⊆A j ,⊥ for i < j , and
(2) for every object T ∈ T there exists a sequence of morphisms
(2.3) 0= Tℓ→ Tℓ−1→ ·· ·→ T1→ T0 = T
such that Cone(Ti → Ti−1) ∈A
i for all i = 1, . . . ,ℓ.
Recall that a subcategoryA⊂ T is strictly full if, whenever an object a ∈A is isomor-
phic to an object t ∈ T , one has that t ∈A [62, Tag 001D].
A semiorthogonal decomposition of T as in Definition 2.14 is denoted by
T =


A1, . . . ,Aℓ

.
We use superscripts, rather than the more conventional subscripts, for compatibility
with the notation in what follows.
The association T 7→ Tk is functorial. The corresponding functor αk : T → T is called
the k th projection functor of the given semiorthogonal decomposition.
Definition2.15. A full triangulated subcategoryA⊆ T is called right admissible (resp. left
admissible) if the inclusion functor i :A ,→ T has a right adjoint i ! : T → A (resp. a left
adjoint i ∗ : T →A). It is called admissible if it is both left and right admissible.
Lemma 2.16 ([15, Lemma 3.1]). If T = 〈A,B〉 is a semiorthogonal decomposition, then
A is left admissible and B is right admissible. Conversely, if A ⊆ T is left admissible,
then T = 〈A,⊥A〉 is a semiorthogonal decomposition, and if B ⊆ T is right admissible
then T = 〈B⊥,B〉 is a semiorthogonal decomposition.
Definition 2.17. A semiorthogonal decomposition T = 〈A1, . . . ,Aℓ〉 is called strong if
Ai is admissible in 〈Ai , . . . ,Aℓ〉, the smallest strictly full triangulated subcategory of T
which contains all ofAi ,Ai+1, . . . ,Aℓ, for every i .
Definition 2.18. Given amorphism of schemes f :X →U , a semiorthogonal decompo-
sition PerfX = 〈A1, . . . ,Aℓ〉 is said to beU-linear if
A
i ⊗L
OX
L f ∗(PerfU )⊆Ai
for all i = 1, . . . ,ℓ.
We next observe that U -linear semirthogonal decompositions along a smooth and
proper morphism are strong.
Lemma 2.19. Let f : X →U be a smooth and proper morphism. Then everyU -linear
semiorthogonal decomposition PerfX = 〈A,B〉 is strong.
Proof. Since f is smooth and proper, the category PerfX is smooth and proper overU
by [58, Lemma 4.9(6)]. Then, by [58, Lemma4.15(4)], for everyU -linear semiorthogonal
decompositionPerfX = 〈A,B〉, the inclusionA ,→ PerfX hasa right adjoint. Thismeans
that the semiorthogonal decomposition is strong. 
By induction on the length of the semiorthogonal decomposition we obtain the fol-
lowing corollary.
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Corollary 2.20. Let f :X →U be a smooth and proper morphism. Then everyU -linear
semiorthogonal decomposition PerfX = 〈A1, . . . ,Aℓ〉 is strong.
Next we recall the action of the braid group on the set of all (strong) semiorthogonal
decompositions of a triangulated categoryT . Herewewill denote byBrℓ the braid group
on ℓ strands.
Definition2.21. LetT = 〈A1, . . . ,Aℓ〉 be a strong semiorthogonal decomposition, which
we will denote by A• for the purposes of this definition. The right mutation (resp. left
mutation) at position i is the semiorthogonal decomposition
T = 〈A1, . . . ,Ai−2,Ai ,Ri (A
•),Ai+1, . . . ,Aℓ〉
resp.
T = 〈A1, . . . ,Ai−1,Li (A
•),Ai+1, . . . ,Aℓ〉,
where
Ri (A
•) ..= ⊥〈A1, . . . ,Ai−2,Ai 〉 ∩ 〈Ai+1, . . . ,Aℓ〉⊥
resp.
Li (A
•) ..= ⊥〈A1, . . . ,Ai−1〉 ∩ 〈Ai ,Ai+2, . . . ,Aℓ〉⊥.
Mutations are well-defined, i.e. these are in fact semiorthogonal decompositions, by
[16, Proposition 4.9]. We have that Ri (A
•) ≃ Ai−1 and Li (A
•) ≃ Ai . The left and right
mutation operations moreover satisfy the defining relations of the braid group, so Brℓ
acts on the set of strong semiorthogonal decompositions of length ℓ of T .
Toconclude this subsection,we recordhere a general result, thatwewill use inLemma3.13
and in Lemma 5.5.
Lemma 2.22. Let T = 〈A,B〉 be a semiorthogonal decomposition of a triangulated cate-
gory T and take an object E ∈ T . Let
b1
s1
−→ E
t1
−→ a1
u1
−→ b1[1]
b2
s2
−→ E
t2
−→ a2
u2
−→ b2[1]
be two distinguished triangles such that ai ∈A and bi ∈B for i = 1,2. Then there exists
exactly one isomorphism between these decompositions. Namely, there is exactly one
pair of isomorphisms
β : b1 e→b2, α: a1 e→a2
which yields an isomorphism of distinguished triangles as follows.
b1 E a1 b1[1]
b2 E a2 b2[1]
s1
β
t1 u1
α β [1]
s2 t2 u2
Proof. This follows from the observation that the natural maps
Hom (b1,b2)
s2∗
−→Hom (b1,E )
Hom (a1,a2)
t ∗1
−→Hom (E ,a2)
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are isomorphisms. 
2.5. Big étale sites. We discuss here the sites and topoi that will be used in this paper.
Definition 2.23. The big étale site (SchU )Ét of a schemeU consists of:
(1) the category SchU of arbitrary schemes overU , equipped with
(2) theGrothendieck topology inwhichan étale covering of anobject (V →U ) ∈ SchU
is a collection of étale morphisms (πi : Vi → V )i∈I such that V =
⋃
i∈I πi (Vi ).
Set theoretic aspects in thedefinitionof thebigétale site arediscussed in [62, Tag 021A].
For technical reasons, we will use the following auxiliary site, which is equivalent to
(SchU )Ét on the level of topoi.
Definition 2.24 ([62, Tag 0241]). The big affine étale site (AffU )Ét of a schemeU consists
of:
(1) the category AffU of arbitrary affine schemes overU , equipped with
(2) the Grothendieck topology consisting of standard étale coverings. A standard
étale covering of an affineU -scheme V →U is an étale covering (πi : Vi → V )i∈I
such that |I |<∞ and each Vi is affine ([62, Tag 0241]).
The following isomorphism of topoi is technically quite important (see Remark 2.26
below) for the definition of functors we will be working with.
Lemma 2.25 ([62, Tag 021E]). The natural functor (AffU )Ét→ (SchU )Ét induces an equiv-
alence of the categories of sheaves (topoi):
Sh (AffU )Ét e→ Sh (SchU )Ét
Remark 2.26. In Section 4 wewill define a presheaf of semiorthogonal decompositions
as a functor on AffU , and in Proposition 4.2 we will show that this presheaf defines in
fact a sheaf on the big affine étale site (AffU )Ét of Definition 2.24. Using Lemma 2.25,
this induces a sheaf on the big étale site (SchU )Ét. This is the sheaf of semiorthogonal
decompositions, which constitutes the main character of this paper. It will be shown
in Theorem 8.1 that this sheaf is in fact an algebraic space étale over U , as stated in
Theorem A.
Note that for any object φ : V →U in (AffU )Ét, the scheme XV =X × f ,U ,φ V is quasi-
compact and separated. It is convenient to discuss perfect complexes and the derived
category of quasicoherent sheaves under these assumptions.
3. BASE CHANGE FOR SEMIORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITIONS
In this section we review Kuznetsov’s base change theorem for semiorthogonal de-
compositions [43, Proposition 5.1]. For some background one is referred to Sections 2.3
and 5.1 in op. cit. and the references therein. In Subsection 3.1 we only recall the details
required for our construction. Next we explain how it can be generalised to the setting
which is required for this paper, dropping the quasi-projectivity assumptions: we will
prove the analogue of the base change theorem for more general schemes in Subsec-
tion 3.2. A further generalisation of the base change theorem is proved in [6, Section 3.2].
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3.1. Kuznetsov’s base change theorem. Throughout this subsection, we fix a base field
and all schemes will thus be quasiprojective varieties. Before we start, we introduce the
following convenient (and standard) piece of notation.
Notation 3.1. IfA and B are subcategories ofDqcoh(OX ) for a scheme X , we will write
RH omX (B,A) = 0
to mean that RH omX (b ,a ) = 0 for all a ∈A and b ∈B.
Let f : X → U be a morphism between quasiprojective varieties. Similar to Defini-
tion 2.18 we define the following notion.
Definition 3.2. A triangulated subcategory T ⊆Dqcoh(OX ) is calledU -linear if for every
t ∈ T and p ∈ PerfU one has t ⊗L
OX
L f ∗p ∈ T .
A semiorthogonal decompositionT = 〈A,B〉 is calledU-linear if the triangulated sub-
categoryA isU -linear. Note that this holds if and only if B isU -linear.
Lemma3.3 ([43, Lemma2.7]). TwoU -linear triangulated subcategoriesA,B ⊆Dqcoh(OX )
are semiorthogonal if and only if
R f∗RH omX (B,A) = 0.
Given a morphism φ : V →U , consider the fibre product:
(3.1)
XV X
V U

φX
fV f
φ
Themapφ is said tobea faithful base change for f if thenatural transformationφ∗ f∗⇒ fV ∗φ
∗
X
,
where one suitably derives the functors, is an isomorphism of (derived) functors from
Dqcoh(OX ) to Dqcoh(OV ). If this condition holds, we also say that the diagram (3.1) is
exact.
Lemma 3.4 ([41, Corollary 2.21]). If f is flat, any morphism φ : V →U is a faithful base
change for f .
Fix aU -linear semiorthogonal decomposition
PerfX =


A1, . . . ,Aℓ

.
For a morphism φ as above, Kuznetsov definesAiV to be the minimal triangulated sub-
categoryofPerfXV closedunderdirect summandsandcontainingall objectsof the form
Lφ∗
X
F ⊗L L f ∗VG , with F ∈A
i andG ∈ PerfV . He then proves the following.
Theorem 3.5 ([43, Proposition 5.1]). If φ : V →U is a faithful base change for f , then
PerfXV =


A1V , . . . ,A
ℓ
V

is a V -linear semiorthogonal decomposition.
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3.2. Generalised base change theorem. The aim of this subsection is to confirm that
thebase change theoremofKuznetsov (Theorem3.5) forPerfworks ina generalitywhich
is sufficient for the purpose of this paper. Kuznetsov’s base change theorem was also
generalised in [6, Section 3.2].
In [43], the schemes involved are assumed to be algebraic varieties over a base field.
In this subsection we consider more general schemes.
3.2.1. Defining generalised base change. For notational ease we will implicitly derive
functors appropriately.
Fix once and for all a cartesian square
(3.2)
XV X
V U

φX
fV f
φ
of schemes. Recall from Definition 2.18 the notion of U -linearity for semiorthogonal
decompositions.
Definition 3.6. Given aU -linear semiorthogonal decomposition
(3.3) PerfX =


A
1, . . . ,Aℓ

,
we say that a V -linear semiorthogonal decomposition
PerfXV =
¬
A1φ, . . . ,A
ℓ
φ
¶
is a base change of (3.3) if φ∗
X
Ai ⊆Aiφ for all i = 1, . . . ,ℓ.
Definition 3.7. The fiber square (3.2) is said to be exact if the canonical natural trans-
formation φ∗ f∗ ⇒ fV ∗φ
∗
X
of (derived) functors from Dqcoh(OX ) to Dqcoh(OV ) is an iso-
morphism. We also say that φ : V → U is faithful with respect to f : X → U if (3.2) is
exact.
Lemma3.8 ([62, Tag 08IB]). If f is flat, then any quasicompact and quasiseparatedmor-
phismφ : V →U is faithful with respect to f .
The following is a generalisation of [43, Lemma 2.7].
Lemma 3.9. Suppose thatU is quasicompact and quasiseparated. Then a pair ofU -lin-
ear subcategoriesA,B⊆ PerfX is semiorthogonal if and only if R f∗RH omX (B,A) = 0.
Proof. From [19, Theorem 3.1.1] it follows thatDqcoh(OU ) is generated by a perfect com-
plex. Then the proof of [43, Lemma 2.7]works verbatim. 
The following result is the generalisation of Kuznetsov’s base change theorem (Theo-
rem 3.5) that we need in this paper.
Proposition 3.10. LetU be a quasiseparated scheme. Let f : X →U be a smooth and
proper morphism between schemes with an f -ample invertible sheaf, and φ : V →U
be a morphism from an affine scheme. Let
PerfX =


A1, . . . ,Aℓ

(3.4)
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be aU -linear semiorthogonal decomposition. Let
Aiφ ⊆ PerfXV(3.5)
be the smallest strictly full triangulated subcategory closed under taking direct sum-
mands, containing all objects of the form f ∗V F ⊗φ
∗
X
E , where E ∈ Ai and F ∈ PerfV .
Then
PerfXV =
¬
A
1
φ , . . . ,A
ℓ
φ
¶
(3.6)
is the unique base change of (3.4).
Note that φ is quasicompact and quasiseparated. Hence by Lemma 3.8, the mor-
phismφ is automatically faithful with respect to f because by assumption f is smooth,
in particular flat.
Proof. To show the uniqueness of the base change, suppose that PerfXV = 〈B
1, . . . ,Bℓ〉
is another base change of (3.4). Then each Bi is closed under ⊗ f ∗V (PerfV ) and contains
φ∗
X
Ai , so that Aiφ ⊆ B
i . Taking the semiorthogonality into account, and by the strict
fullness condition, this immediately impliesAiφ =B
i .
To show that (3.6) is a base change in the sense of Definition 3.6, we point out how the
original proof of [43, Proposition 5.1] is justified in the greater generality we are working
in. As in thefirst part of theproof of [43, Proposition 5.1], the required semiorthogonality
of the subcategories Aiφ,A
j
φ follows from Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9. To see this, note that
since V is affine and f is proper, the schemeXV is quasicompact and separated.
The assertion that the subcategories A1φ, . . . ,A
ℓ
φ generate the whole PerfXV follows,
as explained in the latter half of the proof, from the following lemma. 
The following is a generalisation of [43, Lemma 5.2].
Lemma 3.11. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.10, PerfXV coincides with the
minimal strictly full triangulated subcategory of Dqcoh(OXV ) closed under taking direct
summands and containing the objects f ∗V PerfV ⊗φ
∗
X
PerfX .
Proof. Consider the fibre square
XV X
V U
fV
φX
f
φ
and let Of (1) be an f -ample invertible sheaf on X . By [62, Tag 0893], relative ample-
ness is stable under base change, so the invertible sheaf OXV (1)
..= φ∗
X
Of (1) on XV is
fV -ample. However, since V is affine, it is ample as an invertible sheaf on XV . By [62,
Tag 01Q3], for each quasicoherent sheaf of finite type F onXV there exist integers n ≥ 0
and k > 0 and an epimorphism OXV (−n )
⊕k → F . This fact implies the analogue of the
first part of the proof of [43, Lemma5.2], i.e. we have shown that a given perfect complex
onXV admits a quasi-isomorphism from another perfect complex P
• such that for each
i ∈Z there are locally free sheaves Fi on X andGi on V such that P
i ≃φ∗
X
Fi ⊗ f
∗
V Gi . In
fact, one can even takeGi =OV and Fi =Of (−n )
⊕k for some k ,n chosen as above.
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Next, by using the quasicompactness and the separatedness ofXV again, take a cover
by finitelymany affine schemesXV =
⋃D
j=1Wj such that the intersectionsWi j
..=Wi∩Wj
are all affine. Then for any F ∈QcohXV one has
Hi (XV ,F ) = 0(3.7)
if i < 0 or i >D . In fact, this immediately follows if we compute it as a Cˇech cohomology
with respect to the chosen covering.
Then the rest of the proof of [43, Lemma5.2]works verbatim, once dimX in the proof
is replaced by D . 
Lemma3.12. Suppose that X =U ∪V is anopen cover of a scheme X andfix twoperfect
complexes E ,F ∈ PerfX . Then there is a distinguished triangle
RHomX (E ,F )→RHomU (E |U ,F |U )⊕RHomV (E |V ,F |V )
→RHomU ∩V (E |U∩V ,F |U∩V )
+1
−→RHomX (E ,F ) [1].
Proof. Let jU , jV , jU∩V be the open immersions fromU ,V ,U ∩V to X . Then there exists
a distinguished triangle
OX →R jU ,∗OU ⊕R jV ,∗OV →R jU ∩V ,∗OU∩V
+1
−→OX [1].(3.8)
Applying the derived functors −⊗L
OX
RH omX (E ,F ) andRΓ (X ,−), we obtain the conclu-
sion. 
For later purposes, we extend the construction of the base change of semiorthog-
onal decompositions to more general schemes. We first consider a gluing lemma for
semiorthogonal decompositions.
Lemma 3.13. Keep the assumptions of Proposition 3.10 on the morphism f : X → U ,
and assume that U is quasicompact and semiseparated. Let U =
⋃
i∈I Ui be a finite
affine Zariski open covering and suppose that for each i ∈ I there exists a Ui -linear
semiorthogonal decomposition
PerfXi = 〈Ai ,Bi 〉 ,(3.9)
whereXi = f −1(Ui ), whose base changes to the intersectionUi j ..=Ui ∩Uj (as in Proposi-
tion 3.10) coincide. Then there exists a uniqueU -linear semiorthogonal decomposition
PerfX = 〈A,B〉(3.10)
whose base change byUi ,→U (as in Proposition 3.10) coincides with (3.9). Moreover,
the similar assertion holds for semiorthogonal decompositions of length ℓ > 2 as well.
Note that since U is assumed to be semiseparated, the intersections Ui j are affine
schemes.
Proof. Let us define the subcategory
A ..=

E ∈ PerfX | E |Xi ∈Ai for all i ∈ I
	
⊆ PerfX .(3.11)
We also define B in the same way. We will show that (A,B) is the unique pair of sub-
categories having the desired properties, by an induction on the numberN = #I <∞.
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When N = 1, we have nothing to show. Suppose I = {1,2}, so that N = 2. The
semiorthogonality A ⊆ B⊥ immediately follows from Lemma 3.12. We next show that
PerfX is generated by A and B. Take an arbitrary object E ∈ PerfX . For each i = 1,2,
consider the distinguished triangle
bi
si
−→ E |Xi
ti
−→ ai
ui
−→ bi [1](3.12)
induced uniquely by the semiorthogonal decomposition (3.9), which is unique up to
unique isomorphism by Lemma 2.22. Again by Lemma 2.22, the assumption implies
that there exists a unique pair of isomorphisms
βi j : b j |Xi j e→bi |Xi j , αi j : a j |Xi j e→ai |Xi j
both of which automatically satisfy the cocycle conditions with respect to the covering
U =U1 ∪U2 and are compatible with the morphisms si , ti ,ui in the sense that below is
a(n iso)morphism of triangles.
bi |U12 E |U12 ai |U12 bi |U12 [1]
b j |U12 E |U12 a j |U12 b j |U12 [1]
si |U12
β j i
ti |U12 ui |U12
α j i β j i [1]
s j |U12 t j |U12 u j |U12
Then by [62, Tag 08DG] we obtain objects b ,a ∈ PerfX together with isomorphisms
αi : a |Xi e→ai and βi : b |Xi e→bi , which are compatible with the isomorphisms αi j ,βi j
in the sense that on the intersection Ui j one has α j i ◦αi = α j and β j i ◦ βi = β j . Note
that, by definition, a ∈A and b ∈B.
Set s ′i
..= si ◦αi and t
′
i
..= β−1i ◦ ti . The compatibility we just mentioned implies that
s ′1|U12 − s
′
2|U12 = 0 and t
′
1|U12 − t
′
2|U12 = 0. On the other hand we have the exact sequences
HomX (b ,E )→HomX1
 
b |U1 ,E |U1

⊕HomX2
 
b |U2 ,E |U2

→HomX12
 
b |U12 ,E |U12

,
HomX (E ,a )→HomX1
 
E |U1 ,a |U1

⊕HomX2
 
E |U2 ,a |U2

→HomX12
 
E |U12 ,a |U12

,
which are obtained as part of the long exact sequences associated to the distinguished
triangles in Lemma 3.12. Hence there exist morphisms s : b → E , t : E → a such that
s |Ui = s
′
i and t |Ui = t
′
i . Thus we obtain a sequence
b
s
−→ E
t
−→ a .(3.13)
At this point, we can assume without loss of generality that
bi = b |Ui , ai = a |Ui , si = s |Ui , ti = t |Ui ,
αi = ida |Ui , βi = idb |Ui , β j i = idb |U12 , α j i = ida |U12 ,
and
ui |U12 = u j |U12 : a |U12 → b |U12 .
By arguments similar to those for the constructions of s and t , one obtains amorphism
u : a → b [1] such that u |Ui = ui . Thus we have obtained a sequence
b
s
−→ E
t
−→ a
u
−→ b [1](3.14)
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whose restriction toUi is a distinguished triangle for all i = 1,2. Now consider the fol-
lowing distinguished triangle.
b
s
−→ E
t ′
−→ a ′ ..=Cone(s )
u ′
−→ b [1](3.15)
Since the restriction of the sequence (3.14) toUi is distinguished, by an axiom of trian-
gulated categories, one obtains an isomorphism γi : a
′|Ui e→a |Ui which yields an isomor-
phism of distinguished triangles between the restrictions of (3.14) and (3.15) toUi . This
immediately implies that Cone(s ) ∈ A, which means that the object E is contained in
the subcategory of PerfX generated byA and B. Thus we have completedthe proof for
the case N = 2.
Now consider the general case whenN ≥ 3 and suppose that the assertion is true up
toN −1. Let I = {1,2, . . . ,N } and setU ′ ..=
⋃N−1
i=1 Ui . Applying the inductionhypothesis to
this covering, we can glue the semiorthogonal decompositions onU1, . . . ,UN−1 uniquely
to produce aU ′-linear semiorthogonal decomposition
PerfXU ′ = 〈A
′,B′〉(3.16)
Byusing the case #I = 2, we can further uniquely glue (3.16)with the oneonUN to obtain
the desiredU -linear semiorthogonal decomposition.
The case of a semiorthogonal decomposition of arbitrary length can be proven by
induction. ConsiderUi -linear semiorthogonal decompositions
PerfXi = 〈A
1
i , . . . ,A
ℓ+1
i 〉,
of length ℓ + 1 which coincide over Ui j . Then we can reduce it to the statement for
semiorthogonal decompositions of length ℓ by considering the semiorthogonal decom-
positions
PerfXi = 〈A
1
i , 〈A
2
i ,A
3
i 〉, . . . ,A
ℓ+1
i 〉
= 〈〈A1i ,A
2
i 〉,A
3
i , . . . ,A
ℓ+1
i 〉
andglue these two semiorthogonal decompositions to semiorthogonal decompositions
of PerfX . It then suffices to consider the intersection of the first components in the two
gluings to find the required semiorthogonal decomposition of length ℓ+1. 
Corollary 3.14. Keep the assumptions of Proposition 3.10 on the morphism f :X →U .
For any morphism φ : V →U from a quasicompact and semiseparated scheme V , and
for anyU -linear semiorthogonal decomposition
(3.17) PerfX =


A
1, . . . ,Aℓ

,
there exists a unique base change
PerfXV =
¬
A
1
φ, . . . ,A
ℓ
φ
¶
of (3.17) by φ.
Proof. Note that V admits a finite Zariski affine open covering with affine intersections.
Over each affine open subset of V one has the base change of (3.17) by Proposition 3.10,
and theycoincideon the intersectionsby theuniquenesspart ofProposition3.10. Hence
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by Lemma 3.13, they uniquely glue together to produce a V -linear semiorthogonal de-
composition
PerfXV =
¬
A1φ, . . . ,A
ℓ
φ
¶
,
which is a base change of (3.17) by construction. Now let PerfXV = 〈B
1
φ , . . . ,B
ℓ
φ〉 be an-
other base change of (3.17). Then again by the uniqueness of Proposition 3.10 it follows
thatAiφ ⊆B
i
φ for all i , which immediately implies the equality for all i . Thus we obtain
the uniqueness of the base change. 
Finally, we establish that whether or not two linear semiorthogonal decompositions
coincide can be checked on geometric points.
Lemma 3.15. Keep the assumptions of Proposition 3.10 on the morphism f : X → U .
Suppose that PerfX = 〈A1,B1〉 = 〈A2,B2〉 areU -linear semiorthogonal decompositions
whose base change to all geometric points ofU coincide. Then they coincide.
Proof. TakeanarbitraryobjectE ∈A1, andconsider thedistinguished triangle b → E → a → b [1]
with respect to the second semiorthogonal decomposition. The assumption implies
that for each geometric point u : SpecK →U from an algebraically closed field K , one
has that b |Xu = 0. This implies for anypoint x ∈X thatLι
∗
x b = 0,where ιx : Speck(x )→X
is the canonical morphism. Since b is perfect, Lemma 2.3 implies that b = 0. Thus we
obtain E ≃ a ∈A2, so thatA1 ⊆A2. Exchanging the roles ofA1 and A2, we obtain the
other inclusion. 
4. THE FUNCTOR SOD f OF SEMIORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITIONS
4.1. Definitionof the functor. Thanks to the results of Section3.2 (andProposition3.10
in particular), we can now define a functor of semiorthogonal decompositions.
Throughout this section, we fix a smooth and proper morphism of quasiseparated
schemes f : X → U carrying an f -ample invertible sheaf Of (1) (cf. Definition 2.4 (3)).
We also assumeU is defined overQ, which is needed only in a single step of the proof of
Theorem 4.2. Themain result of [1] shows that such anassumption is not necessary, and
that it can be avoided by using derived algebro-geometric techniques. We come back to
this in Remark 4.5.
Definition 4.1. Given f :X →U as above, we define a functor
SOD f : Aff
op
U → Sets
by sending an affineU -scheme φ : V →U to the following set:
SOD f (φ) =

(Aφ,Bφ)
 PerfXV = 〈Aφ,Bφ〉 is a V -linearsemiorthogonal decomposition

.
The pullbackmaps are given in Proposition 3.10.
Here we use tacitly that all our categories are essentially small, so that one does not
run into set-theoretic issues. Alternatively, and this is the approach taken in Appendix A,
one can use universes.
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4.2. The sheaf property. In this subsection we prove that the functor defined in the
previous section is an étale sheaf.
Theorem 4.2. The functor
SOD f : Aff
op
U → Sets(4.1)
is a sheaf on the big affine étale site (AffU )Ét.
Proof. Let u :U ′→U be an arbitrary affineU -scheme, and let (Vi →U
′)1≤i≤N be an ar-
bitrary standard étale covering. Letφ : V =
∐N
i=1Vi →U
′ be the inducedmap. Consider
the cartesian diagrams
V ×U ′ V V
V U ′

p2
p1 φ
φ
XU ′ X
U ′ U
fU ′ f
u
and let φ2 ..= φ ×U ′ φ denote the canonical map V ×U ′ V →U
′. We need to show that
the sequence
SOD fU ′ (idU ′ )→ SOD fU ′ (φ)⇒ SOD fU ′ (φ
2)(4.2)
is an equaliser in the category Sets, where the arrows from the middle term to the last
term denote the base changes by p1 and p2, respectively.
In the rest of the proof, to ease notation, we will letU and f denote the base scheme
U ′ and the morphism fU ′ , respectively. In particular, we are in a situation whereU is
affine. With this convention, what we need to show is that the sequence
SOD f (idU )→ SOD f (φ)⇒ SOD f (φ
2)(4.3)
is an equaliser. Note that the second and the third term have canonical bijections
SOD f (φ)≃
N∏
i=1
SOD f (Vi →U )
SOD f (φ
2)≃
N∏
i , j=1
SOD f (Vi ×U Vj →U ),
since the construction of SOD f takes disjoint unions of affineU -schemes to products
in Sets.
Let us show that the first map of (4.3) is injective. Namely, let us show that if
PerfX = 〈A1,B1〉,
PerfX = 〈A2,B2〉,
areU -linear semiorthogonal decompositions of PerfX such that
φ∗
X
A1 =φ
∗
X
A2 ⊆ PerfXV ,
thenA1 =A2 ⊆ PerfX .
Take any object E ∈A1, and let b → E → a
+1
−→ b [1] be the distinguished triangle such
that a ∈A2,b ∈B2. Consider its pullback by φX , namely
φ∗
X
b →φ∗
X
E →φ∗
X
a
+1
−→φ∗
X
b [1].
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The assumption implies that φ∗
X
E ,φ∗
X
a ∈ φ∗
X
A1 = φ
∗
X
A2, so that φ
∗
X
b = 0. Since φ is
faithfully flat, this implies that b = 0 and hence E ∈A2, meaningA1 ⊆A2. Exchanging
the roles of 1 and 2, we obtain the equalityA1 =A2.
It remains to show the following assertion: Fix a V -linear semiorthogonal decompo-
sition
PerfXV = 〈AV ,BV 〉(4.4)
which satisfies the descent condition in the sense that p ∗2AV = p
∗
1AV ⊆ PerfXV ×UV .
Then there exists aU -linear semiorthogonal decomposition PerfX = 〈A,B〉whose pull-
back by φ coincides with (4.4).
To start with, we may and will refine φ so that each Vi is connected. Fix i , and write
W = Vi , U ..=φ(W )⊆U , andφ =φ|W :W →U to ease notation. Let
PerfXW = 〈AW ,BW 〉(4.5)
be the base change of (4.4) byW ,→ V .
SinceW →U is an étale morphism between affine schemes, it (and alsoW → U ) is
quasi-finite and separated. Since U is quasicompact, by a version of the Zariski main
theorem [53, Theorem 1.8], there is a factorisation
W ,→W→U ,
where the first morphism is an open immersion and the second one is a finite surjective
morphism. Note that the surjectivity of the second map follows from that of the map
W → U . Take the Galois closure fW→ U ofW→ U , whose Galois group will be denoted
byG . SinceU is a connected scheme, the existence of theGalois closure follows from the
standard theory of Galois categories (see, say, [22, Theorem 5.10 and Proposition 3.3]).
Let fW ⊆ fW be the inverse image ofW by the morphism fW→W , and let
PerfXfW = 〈AfW ,BfW 〉(4.6)
be the base change of (4.5) by fW →W , which inherits the descent condition. Note that
we have the finite affine Zariski open coveringfW = ⋃
g∈G
g fW .
We let eφ : fW → U denote the composition of φ :W → U with fW →W . The situation is
summarised in the following commutative diagram.
fW fW
W W
U U
eφ
Now, for each g ∈G we have the g fW -linear semiorthogonal decomposition onXg fW
which is the base change of (4.6) by the isomorphism g −1 : g fW e→fW .
We pause for a second to prove the following auxiliary lemma.
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Lemma 4.3. Let u : SpecK → U be a geometric point from an algebraically closed field
K , and let w1,w2 : SpecK → fW be lifts of u . Then the base change of (4.5) by w1 and
w2, naturally regarded as semiorthogonal decompositions of PerfXu , coincide.
Proof of Lemma 4.3. The assumption eφ ◦ w1 = u = eφ ◦ w2 implies that there exists a
(unique) morphism θ : SpecK → fW ×U fW such that p1 ◦ θ = w1,p2 ◦ θ = w2. Thus we
see w ∗1AfW = θ ∗p ∗1AfW = θ ∗p ∗2AfW =w ∗2AfW . 
It follows from Lemma4.3 that the semiorthogonal decompositions on g fW and g ′fW
we have constructed coincide at any geometric point of the intersection g fW ∩ g ′fW , so
that base changes to the intersection coincide by Lemma3.15. Hence they glue together
uniquely to a semiorthogonal decomposition on fW by Lemma 3.13. Note that fW (and
hence also g fW ) is affine, since it is finite over the affine scheme W . Moreover thus
obtained semiorthogonal decomposition is invariant under the action ofG x fW in the
sense of [23, Theorem 8], again by Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 3.15.
Now since U is defined over a field of characteristic zero,1 it follows that G is a lin-
early reductive group. Therefore, thus obtained semiorthogonal decomposition on fW
descends uniquely to a semiorthogonal decomposition on U by the Elagin’s descent [23,
Theorem 8] (note that fW → U is étale, so that the action G x fW is free and hence we
have isomorphisms
fW/G ≃ fW/G ≃U ).
Summing up, for each i = 1,2, . . . ,N we have obtained a semiorthogonal decompo-
sition on the quasicompact open subset φ(Vi )(= U ) ⊆U . By the similar arguments as
in the proof of Lemma 4.3, the descent condition on (3.6) (more precisely, the condi-
tion on Vi ×U Vj ) implies that at any geometric point ofφ(Vi )∩φ(Vj ), the base changes
of the semiorthogonal decompositions on φ(Vi ) and φ(Vj ) coincide. Hence again by
Lemma 3.15, their base changes to the intersection φ(Vi )∩φ(Vj ) also coincide. There-
fore they glue together uniquely to aU -linear semiorthogonal decomposition of PerfX
by Corollary 3.14. Once again by Lemma 3.15, one can check this is the descent of the
V -linear semiorthogonal decomposition (3.6). 
Definition 4.4. By Lemma 2.25, the sheaf SOD f on the big affine étale site (AffU )Ét,
whichweobtained inTheorem4.2, uniquely defines a sheaf on thebig étale site (SchU )Ét.
It will be also denoted by SOD f by abuse of notation.
Remark 4.5. The main result of [1] states that semiorthogonal decompositions satisfy
fppf descent. We can obtain Theorem 4.2 as a special case of their main result.
Whilst it is not featured explicitly in themain body of their text, the étale sheaf SOD f
(in our notation) corresponds to what would be the fppf stack SodPerf(X )
[1] (in their nota-
tion). In op. cit. they consider descent for arbitrary poset-shaped semiorthogonal de-
compositions, and our definition is a special instance of theirs when
• the poset P is the totally ordered set [1] on 2 elements, see [1, Example 2.7(i)];
• one takes the fibre of Sod[1] at C =Perf(X ), as in [1, Theorem 2.17] .
1This is the only place where the existence of characteristic zero assumption is used. It can be avoided
by appealing to the main result of [1], as explained in Remark 4.5.
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The decorationPerf(X ) is not defined as such in op. cit., but it corresponds to taking the
fibre of the “universal stack Sod[1] of semiorthogonal decompositions with two compo-
nents” at the point C =Perf(X ), similar to what happens for the fppf stack of filtrations.
Finally, in [1] the formalism of derived algebraic geometry is used, and in particu-
lar the categories of perfect complexes are considered as enhanced categories. By [8,
Theorem 1.2(2)] and the restriction to perfect complexes for a smooth and proper mor-
phism X → S as discussed in [9], we obtain that this agrees with the approach using
Fourier–Mukai transforms taken in this paper.
We can conclude that the restriction to characteristic zero is therefore only a remnant
of workingwith unenhanced triangulated categories, and our appeal to Elagin’s descent
results, but that it is not essential.
In what follows we will further amplify Theorem 4.2 in our specific setting, to show
that SOD f is an algebraic space which is étale over the base. As explained in Exam-
ple 8.10 one cannot expect such a result in complete generality, despite semiorthogonal
decompositions satisfying fppf descent.
4.3. Values of the sheaf SOD f at quasicompact and semiseparated U -schemes. We
confirm in Proposition 4.7 that the value of the sheaf SOD f ∈ Sh (SchU )Ét at a quasicom-
pact and semiseparatedU -scheme coincides with what we naively expect, by spelling
out the construction of the equivalence between topoi Lemma 2.25. Since the underly-
ing functor AffU → SchU is fully faithful, it turns out to bemuch simpler than otherwise.
To distinguish, only in this section, we let SOD′f : Aff
op
U → Sets denote the sheaf on the
big affine étale site.
For a U -scheme (g : X → U ) ∈ SchU , let g∗ : SchX → SchU be the obvious functor
(a : V → X ) 7→ (g ◦a : V →U ). Then the value SOD f (X ) is the limit set
SOD f (X ) = lim
Aff
op
X
SOD
′
f ◦g∗.
Lemma 4.6. There is a canonical isomorphism of functors
SOD
′
f e→ SOD f AffopU : AffopU → Sets.
Proof. For (X →U ) ∈ AffU , we have an obvious map
SOD
′
f (X )→ lim
AffopX
S = SOD f (X )(4.7)
which yields a map of presheaves SOD′f → SOD f

AffopU
. Since the identity morphism
(idX : X → X ) is a final object of the category AffX , one can easily verify that (4.7) is a
bijection. 
Combining Lemma 4.6 with Lemma 3.13 and the sheaf property of SOD f , we obtain
the following conclusion by taking a finite affine Zariski open cover of V .
Proposition 4.7. For anyU -scheme (V →U ) ∈ SchU which is both quasicompact and
semiseparated as a scheme, we have
SOD f (V →U ) =

V -linear semiorthogonal
decompositionsPerfXV = 〈A,B〉

.
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5. THE FUNCTOR DEC∆ f OF DECOMPOSITIONS OF THE DIAGONAL
The aim of this section is to introduce an alternative description of the functor SOD f ,
denoted byDEC∆ f , towhichwe can apply thedeformation theory established inAppen-
dix A.
We start by settingupa fewnotational conventions. As always, all functorsmean their
derived versions.
Notation 5.1. Fix a smooth proper morphism f : X →U which admits an f -ample in-
vertible sheafOf (1) onX . Set Y =X ×U X and suppose given an object
K ∈ PerfY .
We denote by ΦK : PerfX → PerfX the corresponding Fourier–Mukai functor, defined
by
(5.1) ΦK (E ) =pr2∗(pr
∗
1(E )⊗K ).
Here, pri are the projections X ×U X → X . Note that we are implicitly using the fact
that pr2∗ preserves perfectness. To see this, note that pr2 is smooth and hence perfect.
Since it is also proper, it follows that pr2 is quasi-perfect (see [49, Example 2.2] and [49,
page 213]). We denote by
EK ⊆ PerfX
the essential imageof theFourier–Mukai functorΦK defined in (5.1). Moreover, ifφ : V →U
is an arbitrary morphism, we write XV = X ×U V for the base change and fV :XV → V
for the induced map. Finally, we set YV = XV ×V XV and we let O∆ fV ∈ PerfYV be the
structure sheaf of the diagonal attached to fV . This is a perfect complex because fV is
smooth and separated (cf. Lemma 2.6).
Definition 5.2. We define a category fibered in groupoids
DEC∆ f → AffU
as follows.
• An object ofDEC∆ f is a pair (φ,ζ)whereφ : V →U is an affineU -scheme and
ζ: KB →O∆ fV → KA
+1
−→ KB[1](5.2)
is a distinguished triangle in PerfYV such that
R fV ,∗RH omXV (EKB ,EKA) = 0.
• Amorphism from (φ,ζ)asabove toapair (φ′,ζ′)givenbyamorphismφ′ : V ′→U
and a distinguished triangle
ζ′ : K ′
B
→O∆ fV ′
→ K ′
A
+1
−→ K ′
B
[1]
in PerfYV ′ , is a pair consisting of amorphism ofU -schemesψ: V → V ′ together
with an isomorphism ζ e→ψ∗ζ′, whereψ∗ζ′ denotes the distinguished triangle
ψ∗K ′
B
ψ∗O∆ fV ′
ψ∗K ′
A
ψ∗K ′
B
[1]
O∆ fV
+1
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inPerfYV . Herewe somewhat sloppilywroteψ
∗ for thepullbackalongYV →YV ′ .
In other words, amorphism (φ,ζ)→ (φ′,ζ′) is an isomorphism of distinguished trian-
gles
KB O∆ fV KA KB[1]
ψ∗K ′
B
O∆ fV
ψ∗K ′
A
ψ∗K ′
B
[1]
∼ ∼
+1
∼
+1
where we insist that the second vertical isomorphism be the identity ofO∆ fV .
Remark 5.3. The subscripts B and A in the definition of DEC∆ f are just (for now) for
cosmetic reasons. They will help during the proof of Theorem 5.9.
Definition 5.4. The associated functor (i.e., π0 ofDEC∆ f ) will be denoted by
DEC∆ f : Aff
op
U → Sets.
We now verify, in the next lemma, that DEC∆ f is a category fibred in setoids. There-
fore, after all,DEC∆ f is equivalent to the category fibered in groupoids associated to the
functor DEC∆ f .
Lemma 5.5. For each affineU -scheme φ : V →U , the fiber category

DEC∆ f

φ
is a se-
toid. Namely, let
ζi =

Ki →O∆ fV → Li
+1
−→ Ki [1]

∈

DEC∆ f

φ
for i = 1,2 be decompositions of O∆ fV . Then there exists at most one isomorphism
between them.
Proof. Recall that an isomorphism ϑ : ζ1 e→ζ2 is a pair of isomorphisms (α,β ) which
yields the following isomorphism of distinguished triangles.
K1 O∆ fV L1 K1[1]
K2 O∆ fV L2 K2[1]
β α
+1
β [1]
+1
It then follows from Lemma 2.22 that the pair (α,β ) is unique. 
Recall that we fixed a smooth and proper morphism f : X →U with an f -ample in-
vertible sheaf on X . Fix an object (φ : V → U ) ∈ AffU and consider the following fibre
products.
YV XV X
XV V U

pr2
pr1 fV f
fV φ
Lemma 5.6. Consider a decomposition ζ ∈DEC∆ f (φ) as in (5.2). Then
(EKA ,EKB) ∈ SOD f (φ).
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Proof. It follows from the definition of a decomposition thatHomXV (EKB ,EKA) = 0. Also,
for any F ∈ PerfXV , by applying the Fourier–Mukai functors to the terms of the distin-
guished triangle ζ as in (5.2), we see that PerfXV is generated by EKA ,EKB . Thus we see
that (EKA,EKB ) gives a semiorthogonal decomposition of PerfXV , which is V -linear by
the definition of the subcategory E• for an object • (Notation 5.1). 
Given a pair (Aφ,Bφ) ∈ SOD f (φ), by Lemma 2.16, there are adjoints
Bφ PerfXV Aφ
i
j ∗i !
j
and one has
(5.3) j ◦ j ∗ =α1, i ◦ i
! =α2,
where α1 (resp. α2) is the projection functor attached to Aφ (resp. Bφ). On the other
hand, using faithfulness of fV , form the XV -linear pullback semiorthogonal decompo-
sition
PerfYV =


pr∗2Aφ,pr
∗
2Bφ

via Corollary 3.14 (using that XV is quasicompact and separated). According to this,
decompose the structure sheafO∆ fV ∈ PerfYV to obtain the distinguished triangle
(5.4) KBφ →O∆ fV → KAφ
+1
−→ KBφ [1].
Lemma 5.7. One has that
(EKAφ
,EKBφ ) = (Aφ,Bφ) ∈ SOD f (φ).
In particular, the distinguished triangle (5.4) defines an element of ∈DEC∆ f (φ).
Proof. By the explicit description of the base change given in Proposition 3.10, one ob-
serves thatΦKAφ (E ) ∈Aφ for anyE ∈ PerfXV . In the samewayonealso seesΦKBφ (E )∈Bφ .
This already shows the second assertion.
To obtain the first one, we need to show thatAφ = B
⊥
φ ⊆ EKAφ
and Bφ =
⊥Aφ ⊆ EKBφ
.
We show the first one, and the second one can be proved similarly.
Take any F ∈B⊥φ, and take the distinguished triangle
B → F → A
+1
−→ B [1](5.5)
with B ∈ Bφ and A ∈ Aφ ⊆ B
⊥
φ. Since B
⊥
φ is closed under taking cones, it follows that
B ∈B⊥φ as well. Combined with B ∈Bφ, this implies that 0= idB ∈Hom(B ,B ) and hence
B = 0, meaning F ≃ A ∈Aφ . 
Corollary 5.8. The projection functors attached to the semiorthogonal decomposition
(EKAφ
,EKBφ ) admit explicit descriptions α2 ≃ ΦKBφ and α1 ≃ ΦKAφ . In this sense, the
projection functors are of Fourier–Mukai type.
Proof. For each object F ∈ PerfXV , we have the following distinguished triangle:
α2(F )→ F →α1(F )
+1
−→α2(F )[1].
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On the other hand, by applying the Fourier–Mukai functors whose kernels are the terms
of the distinguished triangle (5.4), one also obtains the distinguished triangle
ΦKBφ
(F )→ F →ΦKAφ (F )
+1
−→ΦKBφ
(F )[1].
By Lemma 2.22, there is a unique pair of isomorphisms
α2(F ) e→ ΦKBφ (F ), α1(F ) e→ ΦKAφ (F ),
which constitute the following isomorphism of distinguished triangles.
α2(F ) F α1(F ) α2(F )[1]
ΦKBφ
(F ) F ΦKAφ (F ) ΦKBφ (F )[1]
∼ ∼ ∼
Again by Lemma 2.22, the collection of these isomorphisms give the desired isomor-
phisms of functors. 
Now we start to compare the two functors SOD f and DEC∆ f , as functors from Aff
op
U
to Sets. This allows us to study the functor SOD f by applying the deformation theory of
morphisms in the derived category, which is established in Appendix A, to the identical
functor DEC∆ f .
Theorem 5.9. Let f : X → U be a smooth and proper morphism which admits an f -
ample invertible sheaf, whereU is quasiseparated. ThenDEC∆ f andSOD f , aspresheaves
on AffU , are isomorphic to each other. In particular, by Theorem 4.2, DEC∆ f is a sheaf
on the big affine étale site (AffU )Ét.
Proof. For each (φ : V →U ) ∈ AffopU , we want to construct maps SOD f (φ)→DEC∆ f (φ)
andDEC∆ f (φ)→ SOD f (φ). The first one is given in Lemma 5.7, and the second one is
given by Lemma5.6. One can see that thesemaps for variousφ give natural transforma-
tions of functors.
It remains to show that the compositions SOD f (φ) → DEC∆ f (φ) → SOD f (φ) and
DEC∆ f (φ)→ SOD f (φ)→DEC∆ f (φ)are isomorphisms. Thefirst one is shown inLemma
5.7. To see the second one, take a decomposition ζ as in (5.2), and then consider the as-
sociated semiorthogonal decomposition PerfXV = 〈EKA ,EKB〉. All we need to show is
that the decomposition induced by this semiorthogonal decomposition is nothing but
the decomposition ζwe started with. This is equivalent to showing the following asser-
tions:
KA ∈ pr
∗
2EKA =
 
pr∗2EKB
⊥
,
KB ∈ pr
∗
2EKB =
⊥
 
pr∗2EKA

.
By the definition of the category pr∗2EKB , it is enough to show the vanishing
RHomYV
 
g ∗V G ⊗pr
∗
2 F,KA

= 0(5.6)
for all F ∈ EKB and G ∈ PerfXV , where gV : YV → V is the canonical morphism. On
the other hand, for each such F there exists by definition a perfect complexH ∈ PerfXV
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such that F ≃ pr2∗
 
pr∗1H ⊗KB

. Combining these, the left hand side of (5.6) is computed
as follows:
RHomYV
 
g ∗V G ⊗pr
∗
2 F,KA

≃RHomYV
 
g ∗V G ⊗pr
∗
2pr2∗
 
pr∗1H ⊗KB

,KA

≃RHomYV
 
pr∗2pr2∗
 
pr∗1H ⊗KB

,g ∗VG
∨⊗KA

≃RHomXV
 
pr2∗
 
pr∗1H ⊗KB

,pr2∗
 
g ∗V G
∨⊗KA

.
By Lemma 5.6, the last term is 0. 
We next rephrase the functor DEC∆ f in a convenient way, using the notion of gener-
ator for triangulated categories.
Definition 5.10. ([19, § 2.1]) A collection of objects E classically generates a triangulated
category T if T is the smallest strictly full triangulated subcategory of T which contains
E and is closed under taking direct summands. An object E classically generates the
category if E = {E } does.
Lemma 5.11. Let X be a quasicompact and separated scheme. Then PerfX admits
a classical generator. Moreover, any right or left admissible triangulated subcategory
C ⊆ PerfX is also classically generated by the image of the classical generator by the
projection functor.
Proof. See [38, Lemma 3.11] and its proof. 
This provides the following alternative description of the functorDEC∆ f fromDefini-
tion5.2, as it suffices to check vanishingofExt’s betweengenerators to check semiorthog-
onality.
Proposition 5.12. Let f : X →U be a smooth and proper morphism with an f -ample
invertible sheaf onX . Letφ : V →U be anaffineU -scheme, andfix a classical generator
Υ ∈ PerfXV . Then
DEC∆ f (φ) =
¨
distinguished triangles KB →O∆ fV → KA
+1
−→ KB[1]
in YV such that R fV ,∗RH omXV (ΦKB (Υ ),ΦKA(Υ )) = 0
«
≃,
where ≃ is as in Definition 5.2.
Classical generators are compatible with base change in the following sense.
Lemma 5.13. Suppose that f : X → U is a smooth and proper morphism with an f -
ample invertible sheaf, and that U is affine. Let Υ ∈ PerfX be a classical generator of
PerfX . Let V → U be an affine U -scheme, and consider the following cartesian dia-
gram.
X ′ X
V U

g ′
f ′ f
g
Then g ∗Υ ..= g ′∗Υ classically generates PerfX ′.
Proof. Fix an f ample invertible sheafOf (1) on X , and letOf ′ (1) ..= g
′∗Of (1). Since X
′
is quasicompact and separated, PerfX ′ admits a single classical generator, say, Υ ′ ([19,
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Theorem 2.1.2 and Theorem 3.1.1]). We know that it is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded
complex whose terms are finite direct sums of sheaves of the formOf ′ (d ) for d ∈Z (see
the proof of Lemma 3.11). In particular, the collection of objects {Of ′ (d )}d∈Z≥1 classi-
cally generates PerfX ′.
Since Υ classically generates PerfX , the objects Of (d ) are obtained by taking cones
and direct summands for finitely many times, starting with Υ . This implies that the
objects Of ′ (d ) are contained in the triangulated subcategory of PerfX
′ obtained from
g ′∗Υ in the same way. Thus we see that g ′∗Υ classically generates PerfX ′. 
6. LOCAL STUDY OF THE FUNCTOR SOD f
The goal of this section is to prove that the functor SOD f of Definition 4.4 is locally
of finite presentation. This will then prove Criterion 8.2 (2), which appears in the proof
of Theorem 8.1.
6.1. An auxiliary functor. Let R be a noetherian commutative ring, and let
g : Y→U = SpecR
be a smooth and H -projective morphism (cf. Definition 2.4 (4)). In this subsection we
study a class of functors
FF : Sch
op
U → Sets, F ∈ PerfY ,
where the one for Y =X ×U X andF =O∆ f contains SOD f as an open subfunctor:
FO∆ f
⊇ SOD f .
The aim of this subsection is to show that FF is locally of finite presentation (Theo-
rem 6.6). The proof that SOD f is itself locally of finite presentation will be given in
Theorem 6.7.
Fix a factorisation
Y
ι
,−→ PNU
p
−→U
of g , where ι is a closed immersion with ideal IY ⊆OPNU and p is the canonical projec-
tion. Write
Og (1) =OPNU (1)

Y
.
By replacing Og (1) with a higher multiple, if necessary, we may assume that the ideal
sheaf IY is 0-Castelnuovo–Mumford regular overU with respect to the projective em-
bedding. Explicitly, this means that
Hℓ(PNU ,IY (−ℓ)) = 0
for all ℓ > 0, and implies that
(6.1) H1(PNU ,IY (n )) = 0
for all n ≥ −1. Since g and p are flat, these conditions continue to hold after arbitrary
base change by an affine scheme φ : V →U . This is shown as follows.
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Consider the cartesian diagram
PNV P
N
U
V U

φP
pV p
φ
and note that the flatness of g ,p implies the flatness of IY overU , so that
IYV ≃φ
∗
P
IY ≃ Lφ
∗
P
IY .
Since bothU and V are affine, the vanishing Hℓ(PNV ,IYV (−ℓ)) = 0 that we want to prove
can be rephrased as φ∗R
ℓpV ,∗Lφ
∗
P
IY (−ℓ) = 0. The left-hand side is computed as
φ∗R
ℓpV ,∗Lφ
∗
P
IY (−ℓ)≃H
ℓ
 
Rφ∗RpV ,∗Lφ
∗
P
IY (−ℓ)

≃Hℓ
 
Rφ∗Lφ
∗Rp∗IY (−ℓ)

≃Hℓ

Rp∗IY (−ℓ)⊗
L
OU
φ∗OV

,
where the last isomorphism is the projection formula along φ. Now for each ℓ, the as-
sumption that IY is 0-Castelnuovo–Mumford regular overU implies that
Rp∗IY (−ℓ)≃ τ≤ℓ−1Rp∗IY (−ℓ),
where τ≤ℓ−1 is the canonical truncation functor at degree ℓ− 1. This implies that the
complexRp∗IY (−ℓ)⊗
L
OU
φ∗OV is concentrated in degrees < ℓ, so that its cohomology at
degree ℓ vanishes.
Let
I → AlgR , i 7→ Ai /R
be a functor from a filtered category I which admits a colimit
A = lim
−→
Ai .
Let us collect all the relevant base changes of g and ι in the following diagram
(6.2)
PNA P
N
Ai
PNU
Y∞ Yi Y
SpecA SpecAi U
 
g∞ g i
ι
g
that serves to fix our notation. We also letOg i (1) be the pullback ofOg (1) along Yi →Y ,
and similarly for i =∞. Under these assumptions, we have the following result.
Lemma 6.1. For all n ∈Z the canonical map
lim
−→
H0(Yi ,Og i (n ))→H
0(Y∞,Og∞ (n ))
is an isomorphism.
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Proof. Wemay and will assume n ≥ 0, since otherwise both sides are 0. Let
0→IYi →OPNAi
→OYi → 0
be the ideal sheaf short exact sequence of Yi ⊆ P
N
Ai
. Twisting by OPNAi
(n ) and taking co-
homology yields a surjection
H0(PNAi ,OPNAi
(n ))→H0(Yi ,Og i (n ))→ 0.
Since colimits preserve surjectivity, we obtain the commutative diagram
lim
−→
H0(PNAi ,OPNAi
(n )) lim
−→
H0(Yi ,Og i (n )) 0
H0(PNA ,OPNA (n )) H
0(Y∞,Og∞ (n )) 0
ϑ
where the leftmost vertical map is an isomorphism, both terms being naturally isomor-
phic to the degree n part of the polynomial ring A[x0, . . . , xN ]. This implies that the right
vertical map, ϑ, namely the map we are interested in, is surjective. To see that ϑ is also
injective, suppose that qi ∈ H
0(Yi ,Og i (n )) is mapped to 0 ∈ H
0(Y∞,Og∞ (n )). Then the
non-vanishing locus of qi is an affine open subset SpecSi ⊆Yi , on which the section qi
trivialises the invertible sheaf Og i (n ). The assumption on qi implies that Si ⊗Ai A = 0.
On the other hand, since colimits commute with tensor products, we have
Si ⊗Ai A ≃ lim−→
j≥i
Si ⊗Ai A j .
This implies that for some j ≥ i we have Si ⊗Ai A j = 0. This means that
q j
..= qi ⊗Ai A j = 0 ∈H
0(Y j ,Og j (n )).
This concludes the proof. 
For each i ∈ Ob(I ) ∪ {∞}, let us consider the category Ci defined as the enriched
category over the strict monoidal category of bounded Z-graded abelian groups. An
object of Ci is aZ-graded coherent sheafL=
⊕
d∈ZLd onYi such thatLd = 0 except for
finitely many d ∈ Z, and each nonzero Ld is a direct sum of invertible sheaves Og i (n )
for various n ∈Z. We shall use the notation C(−,−) =HomC(−,−) for homs in a category
C. The graded abelian group of morphisms between two objects L and L′ of Ci is given
by
Ci (L,L
′) =
⊕
d∈Z
Cdi (L,L
′),
where we set
C
d
i (L,L
′) =
∏
e∈Z
coh(Yi )(Le ,L
′
e+d ).
The composition of morphisms in the category Ci is defined in the obvious way.
For amorphism i → j between objects inOb(I )∪{∞}, the correspondingmorphism
ιi , j : Y j →Yi induces a functor Ci → C j defined byL 7→ ι
∗
i , jL.
Objects of our interest are nicely encoded in the categories Ci . A standard perfect
complex on Yi is a pair
(E ,dE )
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of an object E ∈ Ci and dE ∈ C
1
i (E ,E ), subject to the condition
d2
E
= dE ◦dE = 0∈ C
2
i (E ,E ).
A morphism between standard perfect complexes (E ,dE ) and (E
′,dE ′ ) is an element
ψ ∈ C0i (E ,E
′)
such that dE ′ψ−ψdE = 0. Similarly, a homotopy between the same standard perfect
complexes is an element
H ∈ C−1i (E ,E
′),
and a morphism ψ as above is homotopic to 0 if there exists a homotopy H such that
ψ= dE ′H +H dE .
The following lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 6.1.
Lemma 6.2. There is a canonical isomorphism of enriched categories
lim
−→
Ci e→C∞.
Recall the setup of this section. We have fixed a smooth andH -projective morphism
g : Y→U = SpecR , where R is a noetherian ring. Now fix a standard perfect complex
F = (F ,dF ) ∈ PerfY
whose terms are direct sums of invertible sheaves of the formOg (n ) for various n ∈Z.
Definition 6.3. The functor
(6.3) FF : Sch
op
U → Sets
assigns to aU -scheme V →U the set¦
morphisms K
s
−→FV in PerfYV
©À
≃
where FV is the pullback of F along the projection YV → Y and an isomorphism be-
tween s : K →FV and s
′ : K ′→FV is an isomorphism θ : K → K
′ such that s ′ ◦θ = s .
Let us recall the following definition.
Definition 6.4 ([2, Definition 1.5]). LetU be a scheme. A functor F: AlgU → Sets is said
to be locally of finite presentation or limit preserving if for any functor
I →AlgU , i 7→ Ai /U
from a filtered category I which admits a colimit A = lim
−→i∈I
Ai , the canonical map
lim
−→
F(Ai )→ F(A)
is bijective. More generally, a functor F: SchopU → Sets is said to be locally of finite pre-
sentation if its composition with Spec: AlgU → Sch
op
U is.
Remark 6.5. In this remark, we freely identify a poset (partially ordered set) with the
corresponding category. The notion of limit preservation given in [27, Definition 1.7] is,
a priori, slightly different from the one we gave in Definition 6.4. In [27, Definition 1.7],
they consider not-necessarily filtered posets for the index categories I . For the reader’s
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convenience, herewe include an explanation that these twodefinitions are in fact equiv-
alent to each other. We will implicitly use the one from [27] in the application of Crite-
rion 8.2.
Definition 6.4 is equivalent to the one where we only consider filtered posets as in-
dex categories I ([62, Tag 002Z]). Therefore, [27, Definition 1.7] implies Definition 6.4.
To show the other implication, take an arbitrary poset for the index category I . Let
I be the filtered poset I ∪ {∞}, where i < ∞ for any i ∈ I . By letting A∞ = A and
[i <∞] 7→ [Ai → A], we obtain a functor I → AlgU extending the given functor I → AlgU .
Onecan theneasily show thecanonical isomorphisms lim
−→i∈I
Ai ≃ A and lim−→i∈I
F (Ai ) e→ lim−→i∈I F (Ai ).
Therefore, if F is limit preserving in the sense of Definition 6.4, then it is so in the sense
of [27, Definition 1.7].
We can now prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6.6. The functor FF is locally of finite presentation.
Proof. By Definition 6.4, we need to show that the composition
F
′
F
: AlgU
Spec
−−→ SchopU
FF
−→ Sets
is locally of finite presentation. In other words, we need to show that for any filtered
colimit A = lim
−→
Ai ofU -algebras, the natural map
ϕ : lim
−→
F
′
F
(Ai )→ F
′
F
(A)
is an isomorphism.
Let us first show the surjectivity of ϕ. Take an element
K
s
−→F∞

∈ F′
F
(A).
By definition s is a morphism in PerfY∞, where Y∞ = Y ×U SpecA, just as in Diagram
(6.2). Since g is a projective morphism, up to isomorphism we can replace s with a
morphism of complexes of coherent sheaves on Y∞,
(G∞,dG∞ )
u∞
−→F∞,
where G∞ ∈ C∞. In a little more detail, by the construction of the derived category, the
morphism s can be represented by a diagram of the form
K
qis
←− G′
s ′
−→F∞,
where “qis” stands for quasi-isomorphism of bounded complexes of coherent sheaves
and s ′ is a morphism of bounded complexes of coherent sheaves. Since we only care
about isomorphism classes ofmorphisms, we can replace s with s ′. Moreover, by a stan-
dard argument one can find a quasi-isomorphism of complexes
(G∞,dG∞ )
s ′′
−→ G′
from a standard perfect complex as above. Again by replacing s ′ with s ′ ◦ s ′′ we obtain
u∞.
By Lemma 6.2, for some i ∈Ob(I ) one finds lifts
dGi ∈ C
1
i (Gi ,Gi ), ui ∈ C
0
i (Gi ,Fi )
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of dG∞ , u∞ respectively. Moreover, the assumptions
d2
G∞
= 0
u∞dG∞ −dG∞ u∞ = 0
imply that
d2
Gi
= 0
ui dGi −dGi ui = 0
after replacing i with a sufficiently larger one if necessary.
Let us show the injectivity ofϕ. By [48, Proposition 2.2.1], it is enough to consider the
following assertion: Suppose for some i ∈Ob(I ) there exists a standard perfect complex
(Ei ,dEi ), with Ei ∈ Ci , along with two 0-cocycles (i.e. morphisms of complexes)
si , s
′
i ∈ Z
0(C•i ((Ei ,dEi ), (Fi ,dFi ))),
both of which will be mapped to the same
s ∈HomPerfY∞ ((E∞,dE∞ ), (F∞,dF∞ )).
Then
s j = s
′
j ∈HomPerfY j ((E j ,dE j ), (F j ,dF j ))
for some j ≥ i .
Let σi = si − s
′
i ∈ Z
0(C•i ((Ei ,dEi ), (Fi ,dFi ))). The assumption implies that σ∞ is 0 as a
morphism in PerfY∞, which again by construction of the derived category means that
there exists a quasi-isomorphism of bounded complexes of coherent sheaves
G′
t ′
−→ (E∞,dE∞ ),
such thatσ∞t
′ is homotopic to 0. Also, as above, one can find a standard perfect com-
plex (G∞,dG∞ )with G∞ ∈ C∞ together with a quasi-isomorphism of complexes
(G∞,dG∞ )
t ′′
−→ G′.
Thus we obtain an element
t∞ ..= t
′t ′′ ∈ Z0(C•∞((G∞,dG∞ ), (E∞,dE∞ )))
that is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes and is such thatσ∞t∞ is a 0-coboundary. In
other words, there exists a homotopy H∞ ∈ C
−1
∞(G∞,F∞) such that
σ∞t∞ = dF∞H∞+H∞dG∞ .
By similar arguments as above, for some j ∈ Ob(I ) with j ≥ i , one finds a lift (G j ,dG j )
of (G∞,dG∞ ) with d
2
G j
= 0 ∈ C2j (G j ,G j ) and also a lift H j ∈ C
−1
j (G j ,F j ) of H∞ and a lift
t j ∈ Z
0(C•j ((G j ,dG j ), (E j ,dE j ))) such that
σ j t j = dF j H j +H j dG j .
Now all we need to confirm is that t j , after further replacing j if necessary, is a quasi-
isomorphism of complexes. This is equivalent to showing that the coneP j = (P j ,dP j ) of
the morphism of complexes t j is isomorphic to 0 in PerfY j . Note that, by the standard
explicit construction of the cone, one sees that P j ∈ C j .
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Fix an affine open cover
Y =
m⋃
λ=0
Yλ
ofY such thatOg (1) is trivial on eachYλ. For i ∈Ob(I )∪{∞}, let Cλ,i be the enriched cat-
egory defined in the samewayas Ci , whereYi is replaced byYλ,i =Yλ×YYi . It is enough
to show that for each λ there exists j ∈ I≥i such that P j |Yλ, j = 0 ∈ PerfYλ, j . However,
since each term ofP j |Yλ, j is a free (hence projective)OYλ, j -module, this is equivalent to
the existence of a homotopyHλ, j ∈ C
−1
λ, j (P j |Yλ, j ,P j |Yλ, j ) such that
(6.4) idP j |Yλ, j =Hλ, j dP j |Yλ, j +dP j |Yλ, j Hλ, j .
On the other hand, for the cone P∞ of the morphism of complexes t∞ we know
P∞ = 0∈ PerfY∞.
This implies the existence of a homotopy Hλ,∞ ∈ C
−1
λ,∞(P∞|Yλ,∞ ,P∞|Yλ,∞ ) such that
idP∞ |Yλ,∞ = Hλ,∞dP∞ |Yλ,∞ +dP∞ |Yλ,∞ Hλ,∞. By the same arguments as above, we can
find a lift Hλ, j of Hλ,∞ (for sufficiently large j ) which satisfies (6.4). Thus we conclude
the proof. 
6.2. LocallyfinitepresentationofSOD f . Thenext result corresponds toCriterion8.2 (2),
which appears in the proof of Theorem 8.1.
Theorem 6.7. LetU be a locally noetherian scheme, and let f :X →U be a smooth and
proper morphism with an f -ample invertible sheaf on X . Then the functor SOD f of
Definition 4.1 is locally of finite presentation.
We begin with some reduction.
Lemma 6.8. Theorem 6.7 is equivalent to the same assertion with extra assumptions
thatU is affine and f isH -projective.
Proof. TheassumptionsofTheorem6.7 imply that f is locallyH -projective. LetU =
⋃
i∈I Ui
be an affine open covering of U such that f is H -projective over Ui . Since SOD f is a
sheaf on the big étale site (SchU )Ét, it follows from [62, Tag 049P] that if the restriction
SOD f |
 
SchUi

Ét
is locally of finite presentation for all i ∈ I , then so is SOD f . In fact [62,
Tag 049P] is an assertion for the fppf topology, but the proof works for étale topology as
well.
Let fi be the base change of f by Ui ,→ U . It remains to show the isomorphism
of sheaves SOD f | SchUi Ét ≃ SOD fi ∈ Sh
 
SchUi

Ét
. By the sheaf properties, it amounts
to constructing functorially a bijection SOD f (V /U ) e→ SOD fi (V /Ui ) for each affine Ui -
scheme V →Ui .
Since (V →Ui ,→U ) ∈AffU , we have
SOD f (V →U )≃

V -linear semiorthogonal
decompositions PerfXV = 〈A,B〉

.
By similar reasons, this set is naturally identified with SOD fi (V /Ui ). 
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Fromnowon,weassume thatU = SpecR is affineand f isH -projective. SetY =X×UX
and let
g : Y→U
be the canonical morphism. Since f isH -projective, so is g .
Fix the perfect complex
O∆ f ∈ PerfY
so that the functor FO∆ f from (6.3) is well-defined.
Proof of Theorem 6.7. By Lemma 6.8, we can and will assume thatU = SpecR for some
commutative noetherian ring R and f is H -projective. By Definition 6.4, we need to
show that the composition
AlgU = AlgR
Spec
−−→ SchopU
SODf
−−−→ Sets
is locally of finite presentation. Let A = lim
−→
Ai be a direct limit of R -algebras, and let
φ : SpecA→U
be the inducedmap, with base change fA :XA → SpecA.
The functor DEC∆ f is a subfunctor of the functor FO∆ f , which is locally of finite pre-
sentation by Theorem 6.6. Then we have the following diagram of sets
(6.5)
lim
−→
DEC∆ f (Ai ) DEC∆ f (A)
lim
−→
FO∆ f
(Ai ) FO∆ f (A)
τ
∼
where the map τ is necessarily injective. We need to show it is onto. We will use Propo-
sition 5.12 for this purpose.
Pick an element
ζ=

K
s
−→O∆ fA
→ L
+1
−→ K [1]

∈ DEC∆ f (A).
We know, by definition, that
R fA,∗RH omXA (EK ,EL ) = 0.
Consider the diagram
YA Yi Y
XA Xi X
SpecA SpecAi U
fA
ρi
fi f
ji
φ
and use Diagram (6.5) to lift ζ to an element
ζi =

Ki
si
−→O∆ fi
→ Li
+1
−→ Ki [1]

∈ FO∆ f
(Ai )
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for some i . To show that ζi belongs to the subset DEC∆ f (Ai ), fix a classical generator
ΥAi of PerfYi (note that Yi is quasicompact and separated), and define two objects
ki ..=ΦKi (ΥAi ) ∈ EKi ⊆ PerfXi , li
..=ΦL i (ΥAi ) ∈ EL i ⊆ PerfXi
and consider their pullbacks
Lρ∗i ki ∈ EK ⊆ PerfXA , Lρ
∗
i li ∈ EL ⊆ PerfXA.
Then we know
0=R fA,∗RH omXA (Lρ
∗
i ki ,Lρ
∗
i li )
=R fA,∗Lρ
∗
i RH omXi (ki , li )
= L j ∗i R fi ,∗RH omXi (ki , li ).
Note that P ..=R fi ,∗RH omXi (ki , li ) ∈ PerfAi , since R fi ,∗ preserves perfect complexes
(see the proof of Lemma 2.6). Hence by applying Lemma 6.9 to the perfect complex P
above, it follows that
0=R fi ,∗RH omXi (ki , li )⊗
L
Ai
A j(6.6)
for some j ≥ i .
Let ρi , j :X j →Xi be the base change of ji , j : SpecA j → SpecAi . Then the right-hand
side of (6.6) can be computed as follows, by repeatedly using the base change isomor-
phisms
R f j ,∗RH omX j

Lρ∗i , jΦKi (ΥAi ),Lρ
∗
i , jΦL i (ΥAi )

≃R f j ,∗RH omX j

ΦK j (ΥA j ),ΦL j (ΥA j )

.
HereK j = Ki⊗Ai A j and L j = Li⊗Ai A j , respectively. By Lemma5.13, this, in turn, implies
that ζi ⊗Ai A j ∈DEC∆ f (A j ). 
Lemma 6.9. If a perfect complex P ∈ PerfAi has the property that P ⊗Ai A is homotopy
equivalent to the zero complex, then so is P ⊗Ai A j for some j ≥ i .
Proof. This can be shown by the arguments similar to the one which we used to show
the injectivity of ϕ in the proof of Theorem 6.6. 
7. DEFORMATIONS OF SEMIORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITIONS
Throughout this section we fix a smooth projective morphism f : X → U as in Sec-
tion 4, and we let X = f −1(0) be the fibre over a closed point 0 ∈U . The following result
requires an application of the deformation theory developed in Appendix A. We will ap-
ply the results from the appendix to deformations of the product X × X , induced by
deformations of X , because we want to stay in the framework of functors representable
as Fourier–Mukai functors.
The next result corresponds to Criterion 8.2(3), which appears in the proof of Theo-
rem 8.1.
Theorem 7.1. Let (R ,m,k) be a local noetherian ring that is m-adically complete; then,
for any morphism SpecR →U , the natural map
ϑ : SOD f (SpecR )→ SOD f (SpecR/m)
is bijective.
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Proof. By replacing f with its base change by SpecR →U , without loss of generality, we
may assume thatU = SpecR . Since f is proper and admits an f -ample invertible sheaf,
it is locallyH -projective. Since R is a local ring, it follows that f isH -projective, so that
X is identified with a closed subscheme of PNU for someN ∈N, as aU -scheme.
Let us prove the surjectivity of ϑ. An element
ξm ∈ SOD f (SpecR/m)
corresponds to a semiorthogonal decomposition
Db(X ) = PerfX = 〈A,B〉
on the k-scheme X =X ×U SpecR/m. This determines a morphism
s0 : KB →O∆X
inDb(X ×kX )≃ Perf(X ×kX ). Forn ∈Z≥0 setRn =R/m
n+1. We consider the base change
diagram
YRn YR Y
XRn XR X
SpecRn SpecR U
gRn
g
fn fR f
along the structuremorphism SpecR →U and the closed immersion SpecRn ,→ SpecR .
Set X ×k X = Y0. Since we know
Ext•Y0 (KB,KA) = 0
by the semi-orthogonality, starting with n = 0 we can inductively apply Corollary A.18
(see also Remark A.19) to
(A։ A։ A0) = (Rn+1։ Rn ։ R0 = k)
to obtain the unique lift sn+1 of sn . Here the role played byG in Corollary A.18 is played
(at the nth step) by the complex
O∆n+1 =O∆ f

Rn+1
=O∆ fn+1
∈ PerfYRn+1 .
Thus for each n we obtain a morphism sn : Kn →O∆n which is a deformation of s0. In
particular, we obtain the sequence of deformations Kn of KB. Since Y →U is smooth
and KB is perfect, so is Kn by [48, Lemma 3.2.4]. Hence by [48, Proposition 3.6.1], there
exists a perfect complex KBR on YR with compatible isomorphisms KBR |YRn e→Kn .
Here the sequence (Kn ) defines a formal deformation of KB in the sense of Defini-
tion 2.12— in other words, a deformation of KB parameterised by the formal spectrum
SpfR (see Remark 2.13). In [48, Proposition 3.6.1] it is shown that the associated com-
plex on ÒYR (the completion ofYR along Y0) is relatively perfect over SpfR . Grothendieck
existence theorem can be applied to this complex in order to induce a deformation
KBR ∈D(OYR ) over SpecR .
We also need to lift s0 to a morphism
(7.1) s : KBR →O∆R ,
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where the target is the structure sheaf of the diagonal XR ,→ YR . For this purpose, con-
sider the complex
H=RH omYR (KBR ,O∆R ) ∈D
b
coh(YR ).
By [33, Remark 8.2.3(a)], the comparison theorem in formal geometry (seeTheorem 8.2.2
in op. cit.) can be applied to H. Since R is a complete noetherian local ring, we can
identify coh(SpfR ) with coh(SpecR ). After this identification is made, the comparison
theorem reads as an isomorphism
(7.2) R0gR ,∗H e→ lim←−R0gRn ,∗Hn ,
where
Hn =H

YRn
=RH omYRn (Kn ,O∆n ).
Taking global sections in (7.2) yields
HomYR (KBR ,O∆R )≃ Γ (lim←−
R0gRn ,∗Hn )
≃ lim
←−
Γ (R0gRn ,∗RH omYRn (Kn ,O∆n ))
≃ lim
←−
HomYRn (Kn ,O∆n ),
where we have used that limits commute with taking global sections. Therefore the se-
quence (sn ) constructed above yields a morphism s as in (7.1).
Let KAR be the cone of s , so we get a distinguished triangle
(7.3) KBR
s
−→O∆R → KAR
+1
−→ KBR [1].
It then follows that
(7.4) R fR ,∗RH omXR (EKBR ,EKAR ) = 0.
To see this, note by Lemma 2.2 that it is enough to show the vanishing
R fR ,∗RH omXR (EKBR ,EKAR )⊗
L
R k= 0.
Since fR is flat, the cartesian diagram
Xk XR
Speck SpecR

ι
fk fR
is exact. Hence we can compute
R fR ,∗RH omXR (EKBR ,EKAR )⊗
L
R k≃R fk,∗ι
∗RH omXR (EKBR ,EKAR )
≃RHomXk

EKBR

Xk
,EKAR

Xk

.
Again by using the exact cartesian diagram above, one can confirm that
EKBR

Xk
⊆EKB =B, EKAR

Xk
⊆EKA =A.(7.5)
Thus we obtain the desired vanishing (7.4).
Therefore the distinguished triangle (7.3) represents anR -valued point of the functor
DEC∆ f . This functor is isomorphic to the functor SOD f by Theorem5.9. In otherwords,
(7.3) defines an element
ξ ∈ SOD f (SpecR →U ).
Its uniqueness, i.e. the injectivity of ϑ, follows from the vanishing HomX (B,A) = 0. 
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ViaArtin approximation, whichwewill recall in Theorem 7.3, the locally finite presen-
tation of SOD f we obtained above will be used in the proof of Corollary 7.4 to deform a
semiorthogonal decomposition on X = f −1(0) to an étale neighborhood of 0 ∈U .
We fix a schemeU , which is of finite type over a field k.
Definition 7.2. An elementary étale neighborhood of a point 0∈U is a schemeU ′ along
with an étale mapU ′→U and a factorisation Speck(0)→U ′→U .
Let us recall the following theorem by Artin. Though more general versions exist, for
our purpose (namely proving Corollary 7.4) this one will suffice.
Theorem 7.3 (Artin approximation [2, Corollary 2.2]). Let F: SchopU → Sets be a functor
which is locally of finite presentation. Fix a point 0 ∈ U , an element ξ ∈ F(Spec ÒOU ,0),
and c ∈ Z>0. Then there exists an elementary étale neighborhoodU ′ →U of 0 and an
element ξ′ ∈ F(U ′) such that
ξ′ ≡ ξ (mod mcU ,0).(7.6)
Let us explain the statement of Theorem 7.3. For a ring A, set F(A) = F(SpecA), for
brevity. Then (using thatF is contravariant) anelementary étaleneighborhoodSpeck(0)→U ′→U
induces a commutative diagram of sets
F(ÒOU ,0/mcU ,0) F(ÒOU ,0) F(OU ,0) F(U )
F(ÒOU ′,u ′) F(OU ′,u ′) F(U ′)
∼
for every c ≥ 1, where u ′ ∈U ′ is the image of Speck(0)→U ′. The condition (7.6) means
that ξ ∈ F(ÒOU ,0) and ξ′ ∈ F(U ′) go to the same element in F(ÒOU ,0/mcU ,0) under the given
maps.
We can now prove that a semiorthogonal decomposition always uniquely deforms to
the nearby fibres in the following sense.
Corollary 7.4. Keep the assumptions of Theorem 7.1 onU and f . Assume that the de-
rived category of the central fibre X =X0 over the fixed k-valued point 0 ∈U (k) admits
a k-linear semiorthogonal decomposition
(7.7) Db(cohX ) = 〈A,B〉 .
Then, shrinkingU to an elementary étale neighborhood of 0∈U if necessary, one finds
a uniqueU -linear semiorthogonal decomposition
PerfX = 〈AU ,BU 〉
whose base change to the closed point {0} ,→U is the initial semiorthogonal decompo-
sition (7.7).
Proof. Let (R ,m,k) be the completion of the local ring OU ,0, and consider the closed
immersion
SpecR/m ,→ SpecR .
By the theorem, we know that there is a bijection
SOD f (SpecR ) e→ SOD f (SpecR/m).
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Let
ξm ∈ SOD f (SpecR/m)
be the element corresponding to (7.7). Now, SOD f is locally of finite presentation by
Theorem 6.7. Therefore, by Artin approximation (fix c = 1 in Theorem 7.3), there ex-
ists an elementary étale neighborhood U ′ → U of the point 0 ∈ U (k) and a U ′-linear
semiorthogonal decomposition
ξ′ ∈ SOD f (U
′→U )
deforming the semiorthogonal decomposition (7.7) on the central fibre. 
As we explain in the following concrete example, in general one can not takeU ′ to be
a Zariski neighborhood in Corollary 7.4.
Example 7.5. Take U = Speck[a ,a−1], and consider the following family of smooth
quadric surfaces
f :X =
 
x y + z 2−aw 2 = 0

⊂ P3x :y :z :w ×U
pr2
−→U .(7.8)
Consider the fiber X1 at a = 1, and the divisor D1
..= (x = z −w = 0) ⊂ X1. If the ex-
ceptional object OX1 (D1) extends to an object of PerfX which is exceptional relative to
U , then it has to be a line bundle on X , since any geometric fiber of f is isomorphic to
P1×P1 andany exceptional object of rank 1on it is known to be a line bundle ([40]). How-
ever, no linebundleonX restricts toOX1 (D1). To see this, consider the irreducible divisor
D =X ∩ (x = 0)⊂X . As the divisor class group ofX \D ≃A2×U is trivial, it follows that
any line bundle onX is proportional toOX (D ). But nopower ofOX (D )|X1 is isomorphic
to OX1 (D1). Geometrically speaking, this originates from the fact that the monodromy
around the puncture ofU exchanges the two rulings of the surface X1 ≃ P
1×P1.
On theotherhand, base-changing the familyby theétaledouble cover givenbya = b 2,
one cankill themonodromyandobtain the linebundleonX givenby thedivisor (x = z − bw = 0)⊂X ,
which restricts toOX1 (D1).
8. MODULI SPACES OF SEMIORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITIONS
In this section we combine the results on the deformation theory of semiorthogonal
decompositions and the functor SOD f to prove Theorem A, and give some examples
of its geometric properties. Having done this, we bootstrap to construct various closely
related moduli spaces.
8.1. Checking Artin’s axioms. Let us recall the statement of Theorem A.
Theorem 8.1. Let U be an excellent scheme, and f : X → U be a smooth and proper
morphism which admits an f -ample invertible sheaf on X . Let
SOD f : Sch
op
U → Sets
be the sheaf on the big étale site (SchU )Ét introduced in Definition 4.4. Then it is a (non-
empty) algebraic space which is étale overU .
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Combining [27, Theorem 11.3] with the fact that a presheaf is a sheaf if and only if
the associated category fibered in setoids is a stack [62, Tag 0432], we obtain the follow-
ing criterion for a presheaf to be an algebraic space which is moreover étale over the
base. If it were moreover quasicompact overU we could alternatively interpret it as a
constructible sheaf, see [3, Proposition IX.2.7].
Criterion 8.2 (Algebraic space version of [27, Theorem 11.3]). Let U be an excellent
scheme. LetP be a presheaf over SchU . ThenP is an algebraic space étale (in particular,
locally of finite presentation) overU if and only if it satisfies the following conditions.
(1) P is a sheaf on the big étale site (SchU )Ét.
(2) P is locally of finite presentation in the sense of Definition 6.4.
(3) Let (B ,m) be a local noetherian ring that is m-adically complete, with structure
morphism SpecB → U such that the induced morphism SpecB/m → U is of
finite type. Then the map
P(SpecB )→P(SpecB/m)
is bijective.
Remark8.3. Criterion 8.2 stays valid if the condition that SpecB/m→U beof finite type
in (3) is removed, as it is immediate to check applying the criterion to the base change
P×U SpecB → SpecB .
Proof of Theorem 8.1. Let us verify the conditions in Criterion 8.2.
By construction (but see also Theorem 4.2 for the main step), SOD f satisfies Condi-
tion (1). Condition (2) is Theorem 6.7. As for condition (3), choose a complete local
noetherianU -ring B , and let
ϑ : SOD f (SpecB →U )→ SOD f (SpecB/m ,→ SpecB →U )
be the natural map. The surjectivity of ϑ follows by an application of our main defor-
mation result, Theorem 7.1. The injectivity of ϑ follows by the uniqueness statement in
Theorem 7.1, or alternatively from Lemma 3.15.
Finally, the algebraic space is non-empty because we always have the trivial linear
semiorthogonal decompositions where eitherAφ or Bφ in the definition of SOD f (φ) is
the zero subcategory. 
8.2. First examples, questions and properties. We now elaborate on the geometric
properties of SOD f → U by exhibiting some examples of its potentially complicated
behavior.
The first thing to observe is that though SOD f is shown to be an algebraic space over
U in an abstract way, it turns out to be something tame over the generic points ofU , or
put differently, whenU is the spectrum of a field.
Proposition 8.4.WhenU = Speck for a field k, SOD f is a separated scheme of the form∐
i∈I
SpecLi
for a (possibly infinite) collection of finite field extensions k⊂ Li .
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Proof. The assertion that SOD f is a scheme under the assumption follows from a gen-
eral result about algebraic spaces étale over a field. See, say, [62, Tag 03KX].
One can then easily show that SOD f → Speck, when restricted to each connected
component, is affine. The second assertion then is a standard fact on field extensions.

Next thing to point out is that there are always two sectionsU ⇒ SOD f of SOD f →U ,
corresponding to theobvious trivial semiorthogonal decompositionsPerfX = 〈PerfX , 0〉
and PerfX = 〈0,PerfX 〉. The images of the sections are disjoint and give two connected
components U ⊔U ⊂ SOD f . In §8.3.3 we discuss how to remove these trivial compo-
nents from the algebraic space SOD f by defining a subspace which takes into account
only non-trivial semiorthogonal decompositions.
Example 8.5. Let f : X → Speck be a smooth and projective variety whose derived cate-
gory admits no non-trivial semiorthogonal decompositions, a typical example of which
is a Calabi–Yau variety. Such a non-existence can be rephrased as the equality
SOD f = Speck⊔Speck,
where the right hand side are the trivial components we just discussed. More generally
for a familyX →U of such varieties we have
SOD f ≃U ⊔U .
Needless to say, thingsbecomemore interestingwhenX admitsnon-trivial semiorthog-
onal decompositions. Below is the first non-trivial example.
Example 8.6. Let f : P1
k
→ Speck. For Db(P1
k
) it is known that all nontrivial semiorthog-
onal decompositions are given as exceptional collections of the form 〈OP1k (i ),OP1k (i +1)〉
for i ∈Z (up to shift, which is invisible when considering the subcategory generated by
the exceptional object).
This implies that
SOD f =
trivial components︷ ︸︸ ︷
(Speck⊔Speck)⊔
∐
i∈Z
Speck.
Thus we see that already in the simplest of cases there is no chance of the space SOD f
being quasicompact.
In Subsection 8.4 we suggest how SOD f should be equipped with an action of the
braid group, induced bymutation of semiorthogonal decompositions. By transitivity of
the braid group action on the set of exceptional collections ofDb(P1
k
) this will imply that
the quotient reduces to a single point (after we remove the trivial components).
As the followingexample2 shows, in general the structuremorphismSOD f →U is not
separated, not of finite type, let alone quasi-finite, even when restricted to connected
components.
Example 8.7. Set U = A1. There exists a smooth projective morphism f : X → U of
schemes such that
• f −1(0)≃Σ2 and
2This example will be thoroughly investigated in [35].
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• f −1(Gm )≃Σ0×Gm overGm =A
1 \ {0} ⊆A1,
where Σd ..= PP1 (OP1 ⊕OP1 (−d )) is the Hirzebruch surface of degree d .
By [54, Claim 3.1], there are infinitely many exceptional sheaves on Σ2 all of which
have the same class in K0(PerfΣ2). By the deformation theory of exceptional objects, we
see that they extend uniquely to f -exceptional objects on X . On the other hand, since
Σ0 is a del Pezzo surface, exceptional objects (which are vector bundles up to shifts, in
fact) on it are uniquely determined by their classes in K0(Σ0). Hence the restrictions of
the f -exceptional objects constructed above to f −1(Gm ) are the same objects (vector
bundles). In this way one can find f -linear semiorthogonal decompositions yielding
an irreducible component of SOD f which is neither separated nor quasicompact over
U . In particular, this means that SOD f is not necessarily universally closed overU by
[62, Tag 04XU].
As we already pointed out in Remark 1.1, this examplemakes it difficult to answer the
question whether SOD f is always a scheme or not.
We can also ask the following question, motivated by the fact that a morphism is uni-
versally closed if and only if it is quasicompact and satisfies the existence part of the val-
uative criterion ([62, Tag 01KF and Tag 04XU]). If answered affirmatively, then it would
imply that for any connected component Z ⊂ SOD f , the restriction of the structure
morphism Z →U is surjective.
Question 8.8. Let f : X → U be a smooth and proper morphism between quasisepa-
rated schemes which admits an f -ample invertible sheaf, and assume U is excellent.
Does SOD f → U satisfy the existence part of the valuative criterion ([62, Tag 01KD])?
Namely, let R be an arbitrary discrete valuation ring andQ its field of fractions. For any
commutative diagram as follows, is there at least one (more than one in general) dotted
arrow which makes the two little triangles commutative?
SpecQ SOD f
SpecR U
This question is related to the conjectural existence of a specialisationmorphism for
Grothendieck rings of categories à la Bondal–Larsen–Lunts [20], as discussed in [31].
Remark 8.9. In Remark 4.5 we have explained how themain result of [1] can be used to
get rid of the characteristic assumption in our paper. But the statement of Theorem 8.1
is strictly stronger thanwhat is contained in op. cit., for our specific setting. Their results
apply to more general families, but they do not give the algebraicity result that SOD f is
in fact an algebraic space, which is moreover étale over the base.
Whilstwe certainly expect this result to be true in amore general setting thanwehave
shown it (see Conjecture C for the precise formulation), it will not hold in the complete
generality of [1] as the following example, suggested to us by Isamu Iwanari, and the one
after show.
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Example8.10 (Non-rigidity). Theuniqueness of the deformation of semiorthogonal de-
compositions does not hold for semiorthogonal decompositions of the unbounded de-
rived category D(QcohX ), essentially for any morphism X → S . In particular, it is not
possible to obtain an algebraic space (or stack) which is étale over the base.
For example, let X be an arbitrary variety over a field k of positive dimension and
Z ⊆ X be a closed subset. Then there is the semiorthogonal decomposition
D(QcohX ) = 〈D(QcohU ),DZ (QcohX )〉,(8.1)
whereU = X \Z and DZ (QcohX ) is the subcategory of D(QcohX ) consisting of those
complexes whose cohomology is supported in Z (see for instance [59, Section 6.2.1]).
In general Z can be moved arbitrarily inside X , and for different Z the subcategories
DZ (QcohX ) ,→D(QcohX ) are also different (for example, think of the set of skyscraper
sheaves of points contained in Z ).
One of the reasons why this example fails is that the semiorthogonal decomposition
(8.1) is not strong. Hence no convenient way of representing it using Fourier–Mukai
functors is available [43, Remark7.2], andwehaveused thispresentationof the semiorthog-
onal decomposition (see Section 5) to study its deformation theory. Another way of
phrasing the problem is the following. The base change results for semiorthogonal de-
compositions, obtained in Section 3 and [6] do not apply in this setting, as the inclusion
ofD(QcohU ) intoD(QcohX )does not restrict to perfect complexes, asR j∗ for j :U ,→ X
doesnotpreserveperfect complexes. This is required to appeal to themachinery of base
change for semiorthogonal decompositions so that one obtains a decomposition trian-
gle in the derived category of the product.
Remark that [1] also imposes strongness, seeDefinition 3.15 of op. cit. So it is not even
clear how one obtains an fppf stack of semiorthogonal decompositions of D(QcohX )
which contains (8.1).
On the contrary, there is an example where semiorthogonal decompositions on the
central fiber does not seem to deform to nearby fibers.
Example 8.11 (Non-deformability). Let f : X → Y be a resolution of rational singulari-
ties, so thatR f∗OX ≃OY . On the level of unbounded categories we have thatD(QcohY )
is a full subcategory of D(QcohX ) via the functor L f ∗, as R f∗L f
∗ ≃ idD(QcohY ) by the as-
sumption on the singularities and the projection formula. It is right admissible, via the
projection functor R f∗, but not left admissible, as by [4, Theorem 1.7] this is equivalent
to R f∗ preserving compact objects. The image of a skyscraper in the exceptional locus
of the morphism is the skyscraper of a singular point, which is not a perfect complex.
Nevertheless, we can consider the semiorthogonal decomposition
(8.2) D(QcohX ) = 〈L f ∗D(QcohY )⊥,L f ∗D(QcohY )〉.
In general, this semiorthogonal decomposition does not deform to nearby fibres in a
family. For example, consider an algebraic family X → U of K3 surfaces, where some
members have a −2-curve but the general member does not. For a concrete example,
over the field of complex numbers C, one can take a linear pencil of quartic surfaces
whose central fiber is the Fermatquartic and a very generalmember is of Picard number
one. Any of the lines on the central fiber is a −2-curve on it. Then the semiorthogonal
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decomposition of the form (8.2) obtained by contracting a −2-curve of the central fiber
does not seem to deform to nearby fibers.
8.3. Amplifications. In this subsection we can bootstrap from the definition of SOD f
to define closely related moduli spaces, and show that these are also algebraic spaces,
étale overU . These amplifications, as anticipated in § 1.4, happen in three steps:
(1) we explain how to deal with semiorthogonal decompositions with more than
two components;
(2) weexplainhow towork relatively toafixed subcategoryB in aU -linear semiorthog-
onal decomposition
PerfX = 〈A,B〉,
therebymaking the theory valid for geometric subcategories, in the spirit of [57];
(3) we explain how to restrict to an open and closed subfunctor of SOD f involving
onlynon-trivial semiorthogonal decompositions (i.e. the zero subcategory isnot
allowed as a component of the decomposition).
8.3.1. Arbitrary length. Similar to Definition 4.1 we have the following definition.
Definition 8.12. Fix an integer ℓ ≥ 1. Given a smooth proper morphism f : X →U of
quasiseparated schemes with an f -ample invertible sheaf, we define a functor
SOD
ℓ
f : Aff
op
U → Sets
by sending an affineU -scheme φ : V →U to the set
SOD
ℓ
f (φ) =
  
A1φ, . . . ,A
ℓ
φ
  PerfXV = 〈A1φ, . . . ,Aℓφ〉 is a V -linearsemiorthogonal decomposition

.
With this definition we have
SOD
2
f = SOD f ,
whilst we have
SOD
1
f =U .
The following theorem generalises Theorem 8.1 to an arbitrary ℓ≥ 1.
Theorem 8.13. For each ℓ ≥ 1, the presheaf SODℓf is a sheaf on the big affine étale site
(AffU )Ét. The corresponding sheaf on the big étale site (SchU )Ét, which will be denoted
by the same symbol SODℓf , is an étale algebraic space overU .
The proof of Theorem 8.13 will be an induction on the length ℓ, where the case ℓ = 2
is already established in Theorem 8.1. For this purpose, we define various natural trans-
formations between the SOD•f functors.
Definition 8.14. The category∆ is the category whose objects are totally ordered finite
sets [ℓ] = {0,1, . . . ,ℓ} for ℓ= 0,1,2, . . . and the morphisms are defined as
∆([ℓ], [k ]) ..=

ϕ : [ℓ]→ [k ] | i ≤ j ⇒ϕ(i )≤ϕ( j )
	
.
Definition 8.15. We have the amalgamation functor
am ..= am f :∆→PSh(AffU )
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as the cosimplicial presheaf, given by
[ℓ] 7→ SODℓ+1f
and an order-preserving morphism ϕ : [ℓ] → [k ] is sent to the natural transformation
am(ϕ): SODℓ+1f → SOD
k+1
f sending a semiorthogonal decomposition 〈A
1
φ , . . . ,A
ℓ
φ,A
ℓ+1
φ 〉
of length ℓ+ 1 to the semiorthogonal decomposition 〈B1φ , . . . ,B
k
φ,B
k+1
φ 〉 of length k + 1
defined by
Biφ =
(
〈A
j
φ | j ∈ϕ
−1(i )〉 ϕ−1(i ) 6= ;,
0 ϕ−1(i ) = ;,
where 〈A
j
φ | j ∈ ϕ
−1(i )〉 is the smallest strictly full triangulated subcategory generated
by those subcategoriesA jφ such that ϕ( j ) = i .
Consider the degeneracy morphisms
σℓ,i : [ℓ]→ [ℓ−1], i = 1, . . . ,ℓ,
which hits i −1 twice (by i −1 and i ). Next we consider the composition
Σ ..=σ2,2 ◦ · · · ◦σℓ−1,ℓ−1 : [ℓ−1]→ [1]
which collapses the elements {1, . . . ,ℓ−1} to 1, sending 0 to 0.
Proof of Theorem 8.13. Suppose that for each i = 2,3, . . . ,ℓ− 1, it is already shown that
SOD
i
f is a sheaf on the affine étale site (AffU )Ét and that the corresponding sheaf on
(SchU )Ét is an étale algebraic space.
Let SODℓf be the presheaf on AffU defined in Definition 8.12. We first show that it is
a sheaf on (AffU )Ét. For this purpose, consider the following monomorphism
3
(8.3) Θ ..= am(σℓ−1,1)×am(Σ): SODℓf = am([ℓ−1])→ SOD
ℓ−1
f ×SOD
2
f
of presheaves on AffU . Concretely, for each affineU -scheme φ : V →U , the map Θ(φ)
sendsaV -linear semiorthogonal decomposition
 
A1φ ,A
2
φ,A
3
φ, . . . ,A
ℓ
φ

to thepair of semiorthog-
onal decompositions 
〈A1φ,A
2
φ〉,A
3
φ, . . . ,A
ℓ
φ

,
 
A1φ, 〈A
2
φ,A
3
φ, . . . ,A
ℓ
φ〉

of length ℓ−1 and of length 2 respectively. The following assertion is easy to observe, by
noting the equality
A2φ = 〈A
1
φ,A
2
φ〉 ∩ 〈A
2
φ,A
3
φ, . . . ,A
ℓ
φ〉.
Claim 8.16. The map Θ(φ) is an injection, and the image consists of those pairs 
B1φ , . . . ,B
ℓ−1
φ

,
 
C1φ,C
2
φ

satisfying the condition
C
1
φ ⊂B
1
φ ⇐⇒ C
1
φ ⊂

B
i
φ
⊥
for all i = 2, . . . ,ℓ−1.(8.4)
3As we explain in Remark 8.21.
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By induction we know that both SODℓ−1f ,SOD
2
f are sheaves on (AffU )Ét. Hence so is
their product presheafSODℓ−1f ×SOD
2
f . This already implies that the subpresheafSOD
ℓ
f
satisfies the first sheaf condition (sections are defined locally). The second sheaf condi-
tion (descent) follows from the fact that the right hand side of (8.4) is a local condition
on V by Lemma 3.9. Thus we have checked that SODℓf is a sheaf on (AffU )Ét. By abuse
of notation, we use the same symbol for the corresponding sheaf on (SchU )Ét. As before,
one can easily check that the values on affineU -schemes remain the same.
Next, let us show the condition (2) (i.e. local finite presentation) for the sheaf SODℓf .
Consider a filtered colimit ofU -rings A = lim
−→
Ai . We need to show that the natural map
lim
−→
i∈I
SOD
ℓ
f (Ai )→ SOD
ℓ
f (A)
is a bijection.
From the injection Θ and the induction hypothesis, we see that this is an injection.
Again by the induction hypothesis, to prove the surjectivity amounts to showing the
following assertion: Suppose we are given a pair of A-linear semiorthogonal decompo-
sitions satisfying (8.4). By the induction hypothesis, we can assume that both of the
semiorthogonal decompositions are defined over Ai for some i ∈ I . Hence it remains
to show that, after replacing i with j with i ≤ j if necessary, the semiorthogonality (8.4)
holds over A j . Here we can use similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 6.7 (the
argument which uses Lemma 6.9).
Next, let us show the condition (3) for SODℓf . Namely, let (B ,m) be a local noetherian
ring that is m-adically complete, with structure morphism SpecB → U such that the
inducedmorphism Speck= SpecB/m→U is of finite type. Then the map
SOD
ℓ
f (SpecB )→ SOD
ℓ
f (SpecB/m)
is required to be bijective.
The injectivity is obvious from the injectivity of Θ and the induction hypothesis. To
see the surjectivity, take anelementofSODℓf (k), or equivalently, apair ofk-linear semiorthog-
onal decompositions satisfying the semiorthogonality (8.4). By the induction hypothe-
sis, thepair of semiorthogonal decompositions lift uniquely toapair ofB -linear semiorthog-
onal decompositions. Now since B is local, the lift inherits the semiorthogonality (8.4)
of the central fiber by Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 2.2. 
We can also show the following generalisation for SODℓf of Proposition 4.7 describing
the values of the functor on not necessarily affine schemes. It follows by combining the
Zariski gluing from Lemma 3.13 with the identification of the restriction of the sheaf on
the big étale site to the affine étale site as in Theorem 8.13.
Theorem 8.17. For any U -scheme φ : V → U which is quasicompact and semisepa-
rated, there is a natural bijection
SOD
ℓ
f (φ)≃
  
A1φ, . . . ,A
ℓ
φ
  PerfXV = 〈A1φ, . . . ,Aℓφ〉 is a V -linearsemiorthogonal decomposition

.
By Theorem 8.13, the cosimplicial presheaf am is naturally extended to a cosimplicial
étale algebraic space over U . Therefore the morphisms between the algebraic spaces
am([k ]),am([ℓ]) have the following nice properties.
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Proposition 8.18. For each morphism ϕ : [k ]→ [ℓ] in∆, the associated morphism
am(ϕ): SODk+1f = am([k ])→ am([ℓ]) = SOD
ℓ+1
f
of algebraic spaces is étale. When ϕ is injective, it is an open and closed immersion.
Proof. As am(ϕ) is a morphism of étale algebraic spaces over the scheme U , the first
assertion is an immediate consequence of [62, Tag 05W3], which in turn is an immediate
consequence of the fact that the property ofmorphismsbetween algebraic spaces being
étale has the 2-out-of-3 property [62, Tag 03FV].
If ϕ is injective, then am(ϕ) is universally injective. In fact, by [62, Tag 040X and
Tag 03MV], it is equivalent to the injectivity of the map am(ϕ)(SpecK ) for any U -field
K ; i.e., for any morphism SpecK → U with K a field. As we know the values of the
algebraic spaces SODkf at affineU -schemes by Theorem 8.17, this is checked immedi-
ately. Hence in this case am(ϕ) is an open immersion by [62, Tag 05W5], which asserts
that an étale and universally injective morphism between algebraic spaces is an open
immersion (and vice versa).
Finallywe show that am(ϕ) is proper (whenϕ is injective), to conclude that it is closed.
Since everything is étale over the excellent schemeU , it follows that everything is locally
noetherian and that the open immersion am(ϕ) is of finite type and quasi-separated.
Hence thenoetherianvaluative criterion forproperness for algebraic spaces [62, Tag 0ARK]
reduces the problem to the following Lemma 8.19. 
The following lemma is anapplicationof a result due toRouquier about the schematic
support of bounded complexes of coherent sheaves on a noetherian scheme. The noe-
therian assumption is crucial, as it is based on the Artin–Rees theorem.
Lemma 8.19. Let (R ,m) be a discrete valuation ring, and U = SpecR . Suppose that
f : X → U is a smooth projective morphism of schemes, and let PerfX = 〈A,B〉 be a
U -linear semiorthogonal decomposition. IfA⊗RQ = 0, whereQ is the field of fractions
of R , thenA= 0.
Proof. The assumption implies that KA|XQ = 0. Hence KA should be supported in the
central fiber.
By [59, Lemma 7.40], there is somem > 0 such that if one lets
ι : Xm =X ×U SpecR/m
m+1 ,→X
be the inclusion of themth thickening of the central fiber, then there is a bounded com-
plex of coherent sheaves E on Xm ×SpecR/mm+1Xm such that KA e→ (ι× ι)∗ E . This implies
that
(ι× ι)∗KA ≃ (ι× ι)
∗ (ι× ι)∗ E ≃ E ⊕ E [1],
so that
KA ≃ KA|X0×X0 ≃ ((ι× ι)
∗KA) |X0×X0 ≃ E |X0×X0 ⊕ E |X0×X0[1].
This means that any non-zero object of A has more than one direct summands. Com-
bining it with the fact thatA is closed under taking direct summands, one can show that
A= 0. In fact, suppose that there exists a non-zero object a ∈A. By the assumption on
f , we see that the coherent R -module 0 6= Hom(a ,a ) is a direct sum of finitely many
indecomposable R -modules. Note that the number of summandsN ≥ 1 is an invariant
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of a , as R is a discrete valuation ring. On the other hand, we can write a as a direct sum
of more thanN objects. This is a contradiction. 
For later use we strengthen this result slightly, where R is replaced with an arbitrary
noetherian local ring.
Lemma8.20. Let (S ,n)bea local noetherian ring, andU = SpecS . Suppose that f :X →U
is a smooth projective morphism of schemes, and let PerfX = 〈A,B〉 be a U -linear
semiorthogonal decomposition. If A ⊗R Q = 0, where Q is the field of fractions of S ,
thenA= 0.
Proof. There is a discrete valuation ring (R ,m) whose field of fractions is Q and domi-
nating (S ,n). Concretely, it is obtained by normalising the localisation at a prime excep-
tional divisor of the blowup of SpecS at n, and then again localising at a maximal ideal.
The fact that the normalisation is noetherian follows from the Krull–Akizuki theorem
(see, say, [29, Chapter II, Exercise 4.11(a)]).
By taking the base change by SpecR → SpecS and then applying Lemma 8.19, it fol-
lows thatAR = 0. Then it impliesAR/m =
 
AS/n

R/m
= 0, henceAS/n = 0 by Lemma 8.27
below. As S is local, Lemma 2.3 immediately implies thatA= 0. 
Asbefore, wehave thatSODℓf is non-empty, as it always contains “trivial” semiorthog-
onal decompositions, where one component is the whole category and the others are
zero.
Remark 8.21. The morphism Θ from (8.3) is an open immersion, similar to how we
proved Proposition 8.18, as by Claim 8.16 we have that Θ is universally injective, and it
is moreover automatically étale.
8.3.2. Relative to a fixed subcategory. Having the formalism for semiorthogonal decom-
positions of arbitrary length in place, we can bootstrap to not just semiorthogonal de-
compositionsofperfect complexeson schemes, but toall categoriesof geometricnature.
This is to be interpreted in the sense that they are components of a semiorthogonal de-
composition of perfect complexes on a scheme, similar to the notion of a geometric dg
category in [57].
Definition 8.22. Fix ℓ≥ 1 and aU -linear semiorthogonal decomposition
PerfX = 〈A,B〉,(8.5)
andconsider thepresheafSODℓ
B
∈PSh(AffU )which sendsanaffineU -schemeφ : V →U
to the set
SOD
ℓ
B
(φ) =

Bφ = 〈A
1
φ, . . . ,A
ℓ
φ〉
 V -linear semiorthogonaldecomposition of length ℓ

,
where Bφ is the base change of B.
Note that the semiorthogonal decomposition (8.5) we fixed corresponds to a section
s :U → SOD2f . This choice allows us to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 8.23. There exists a natural isomorphism of presheaves
SOD
ℓ
B
e→SODℓ+1f ×am(Σ), SODf , s U(8.6)
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on AffU .
Proof. This follows fromtheobservation that for eachU -schemeφ : V →U , a semiorthog-
onal decomposition of Bφ of length ℓ is nothing but a semiorthogonal decomposition
of PerfXV of length ℓ+1 whose first component isAφ. 
Definition 8.24. We letSODℓ
B
denote the sheaf on the big étale site (SchU )Ét correspond-
ing to the sheaf on (AffU )Ét denoted by the same symbol in Proposition 8.23.
Corollary 8.25. The sheaf SODℓ
B
, as defined in Definition 8.24, is a (non-empty) étale
algebraic space overU .
Proof. The description of SODℓ
B
in (8.6) as a fibre product implies that it also is a sheaf
on the big affine étale site (AffU )Ét, as the right hand side is a fiber product of presheaves
all of which are known to be sheaves. Hence SODℓ
B
uniquely corresponds to a sheaf on
the big étale site (SchU )Ét, and it still satisfies the isomorphism of Proposition 8.6, under
the equivalence of topoi. Now Theorem 8.13 immediately implies that SODℓ
B
is an étale
algebraic space overU , as the right hand side of Proposition 8.6 is a fiber prouct of étale
algebraic spaces overU . 
8.3.3. Restricting to non-trivial semiorthogonal decompositions. We next introduce the
open subspace of SODℓf which only parametrise non-trivial semiorthogonal decompo-
sitions. Wecancontinuewith the setupof§8.3.2, andconsider afixedU -linear semiorthog-
onal decomposition
(8.7) PerfX = 〈A,B〉.
If B is taken to be all of PerfX one can modify the notation accordingly to reflect the
dependence on the morphism f :X →U only.
Definition 8.26. The presheaf of non-trivial semiorthogonal decompositions of B on
AffU , denoted ntSOD
ℓ
B
⊆ SODℓ
B
is defined by taking
ntSOD
ℓ
B
(V
φ
−→U ) ..=

〈A1φ, . . . ,A
ℓ
φ〉 ∈ SOD
ℓ
B
(φ)
 Aiφ

x
6= 0 for all i and for all
geometric point x of V

.(8.8)
Recall that a geometric point is amorphism of the form x : SpecΩ→ V , whereΩ is an
algebraically closed field. We will freely use the following descent lemma.
Lemma 8.27. Let f :X → SpecK be a smooth projective morphism with K a field, and
take an object E ∈ PerfX . Then for any field extension K ⊂ L , E = 0 if and only if
E ⊗K L = 0 ∈ PerfXL . Similarly, for any subcategory A ⊂ PerfX , A = 0 if and only if
AL = 0.
Lemma8.28. Thepresheaf ntSODℓ
B
defined inDefinition 8.26 is a sheaf on thebig affine
étale site (AffU )Ét.
Proof. As ntSODℓ
B
is a subpresheaf of the sheaf SODℓ
B
, the first sheaf condition is auto-
matically satisfied. The second sheaf condition is also satisfied, as the condition (8.8) is
easily seen to be étale local on the base. 
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Definition 8.29. Let ntSODℓ
B
be the sheaf on the big étale site (SchU )Ét which corre-
sponds to the sheaf on the big affine étale site denoted by the same symbol in Lemma
8.28.
Theorem 8.30. The sheaf ntSODℓ
B
on (SchU )Ét defined in Definition 8.29 is an étale al-
gebraic space.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 8.13. We know that it is a sheaf, so it
remains to confirm the conditions (2) and (3). But (2) follows from Lemma 8.27, and (3)
follows from Lemma 8.20. 
Proposition 8.31. For each quasicompact and semiseparated U -scheme φ : V → U ,
there is a natural bijection
ntSOD
ℓ
B
(φ)≃
¦
〈A1φ , . . . ,A
ℓ
φ〉 ∈ SOD
ℓ
B
(φ)
Aiφx 6= 0 ∀i ,∀x ∈ V © .
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.7, taking into account that the condition of
(8.8) is étale local on V . 
Proposition 8.32. The natural morphism
(8.9) τ: ntSODℓ
B
→ SODℓ
B
is an open and closed immersion.
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Proposition 8.18. 
An important corollary of Theorem 8.30 is the following result.
Theorem 8.33. Suppose that f : X →U is a smooth projective family of schemes, and
let B ⊆ PerfX be aU -linear admissible subcategory. Then the set of points u ∈U such
that B|u admits a non-trivial semiorthogonal decomposition is Zariski open inU .
Proof. The set of points in the assertion is nothing but the image of the étalemorphism
ntSOD
2
B
→U , which is open inU , by [62, Tag 042S]. 
In other words, having a semiorthogonal decomposition is a Zariski open condition
in (smooth projective) families. As explained in the introduction, this result has a rich
history in (noncommutative) algebraic geometry anddeformation theory of abeliancat-
egories, mostly from the point of view of exceptional objects. The theorem extends this
to semiorthogonal decompositions with more complicated components, and assumes
nothing about the properties of the components.
In the companion paper [5] we will revisit this theorem, and discuss applications to
the indecomposability of derived categories in families. Let us quote an important ex-
ample from op. cit.
Example 8.34. LetC be a smooth projective curve of genus g , and letn = 1, . . . , ⌊ g+32 ⌋−1.
ThenDb(Symn C ) is indecomposable. The starting point for this is the indecomposabil-
ity results of [38], which are used in [12] to show that for a generic curve the derived
category of Symn C is indecomposable. One can then extend this to all curves. More
details andmore examples are discussed in [5].
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Remark 8.35. The discussion above can be encoded in the combinatorial properties of
the moduli spaces we have constructed, as it turns out that SODℓ
B
admits a convenient
decomposition into open and closed subspaces. To describe this, consider the set of
morphisms
Iℓ =

ϕ ∈∆([k ], [ℓ]) | k < ℓ,ϕ is injective
	
in the category∆. We can upgrade Proposition 8.18 from SODℓf to SOD
ℓ
B
by replacing a
morphismϕ : [k ]→ [ℓ] in Iℓ by the extensionϕ′ : [k+1]→ [ℓ+1]which sends k+1 to ℓ+1
which encodes the complement of the categoryB, and using the same proof. We obtain
that the morphisms of algebraic spaces amB(ϕ): SOD
k+1
B
→ SODℓ+1
B
corresponding to
ϕ ∈ Iℓ are open and closed immersions.
By composing these with the open and closed immersion τ: ntSODℓ
B
→ SODℓ
B
from
(8.9)weobtain the followingdescription, by specifyingwhichcomponents in a semiorthog-
onal decomposition are nonzero.
Proposition 8.36. There is a decomposition into open and closed algebraic subspaces
SOD
ℓ
B
= ntSODℓ
B
⊔
 ⊔
ϕ∈Iℓ
Im
 
amB ◦τ(ϕ)
!
.
8.4. Groupactions. There are two interesting groups acting on themoduli spaceSODℓf
(and ntSODℓf ):
(1) the braid group, by mutation of semiorthogonal decompositions;
(2) the auto-equivalence group.
We will now introduce these two group actions, as we expect them to play an important
role in the study of the geometry of SODℓf and ntSOD
ℓ
f .
The braid group action for a single semiorthogonal decomposition was already intro-
duced in Section 2.4, and will be upgraded to an action on SODℓf and ntSOD
ℓ
f now.
Proposition 8.37. The action of the braid group on the set of semiorthogonal decompo-
sitions lifts to an action on SODℓf and ntSOD
ℓ
f .
Proof. Recall that thebase changeofU -linear semiorthogonal decompositions forPerfX
was defined in Proposition 3.10 as
Aiφ
..= 〈 f ∗V F ⊗φ
∗
X
E | E ∈Ai ,F ∈ PerfV 〉
whereφ : V →U is amorphism from anaffine schemeV . Let us check how base change
is compatible with mutation, in the case of a right mutation, the case of a left mutation
being similar. For this it suffices to check that
Ri (A
•)φ =Ri (A
•
φ)
where A•φ denotes the base change along φ of the semiorthogonal decomposition A
•.
But this follows from the equivalence of Ai−1 and Ri (A
•), so that both are identified
withAi−1φ .
The action preserves the subspace ntSODℓf as mutation induces an equivalence of
the components, as used above. 
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An interesting and important question is to understand when this action is transitive.
For full exceptional collections, this is a famous question [18] and known for del Pezzo
surfaces [40] and the Hirzebruch surface of degree 2 [35]. For semiorthogonal decompo-
sitions in general, there are counter-examples [13], [44].
It is alsopossible to improve the somewhatpathological geometricpropertiesofSODℓ,
in particular its nonseparatedness, by quotienting out the braid group action, as the fol-
lowing example shows.
Example8.38. Let f be themorphismas in Example 8.7. LetExc4f ,→ SOD
4
f be the open
subspace of semiorthogonal decompositions given by full f -exceptional collections. It
is shown in [35] thatExc4f /Br4 ≃U =A
1. Therefore, by taking the quotient, the annoying
natures pointed out in Example 8.7 goes away.
For the second group action, let us recall the following definition.
Definition 8.39. An autoequivalence Φ of PerfX is said to be f -linear if there exists a
natural isomorphism  
f ∗F ⊗−

◦Φ≃Φ ◦
 
f ∗F ⊗−

for allF ∈ PerfU . The group of f -linear autoequivalences will be denoted by Auteq( f ).
Remark8.40. Onewould like to upgrade this to a sheaf of groups, by considering fV -lin-
ear autoequivalences, for V →U étale. In [65, Corollary 3.24] this is shown to be a group
algebraic space, locally of finite type, whenU is affine and assuming f cannot be writ-
ten as a disjoint union of morphisms. To check condition (1) from op. cit., one uses that
Hochschild cohomology of schemes vanishes in negative degrees, by the Hochschild–
Kostant–Rosenberg decomposition for smooth morphisms from [21, §0].
In light of Conjecture C it would be interesting to show that over an arbitrary baseU ,
this sheaf of groups is a locally algebraic group space, and that it acts on the moduli
space of semiorthogonal decompositions. The vanishing of negative Hochschild coho-
mology does not hold for smooth and proper dg categories in general, it suffices to con-
sider the gluing of k to k along the dg bimodule k ⊕k [−n ].
For now we will restrict ourselves to the action of the global f -linear autoequiva-
lences, and prove the following easy assertion.
Proposition 8.41. The group Auteq( f ) naturally acts on SODℓf , and preserves the sub-
space ntSODℓf .
Proof. Let Φ be an f -linear autoequivalence, and let
PerfX = 〈A1, . . . ,Aℓ〉
be a semiorthogonal decomposition, which we will denoteA•. Then we define Φ∗A• in
the obvious way as the semiorthogonal decomposition
PerfX = 〈Φ(A1), . . . ,Φ(Aℓ)〉
The image ofAi under an autoequivalence is again an admissible subcategory by com-
posing the inclusion and projection functors accordingly, and autoequivalences pre-
serve the semiorthogonality. Finally, the subcategories Φ(Ai ) still generate PerfX by
considering the decomposition sequence of (2.3) for Φ−1(T ).
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The image of a non-zero subcategory under an autoequivalence is again non-zero,
hence the action restricts to an action on the subspace. 
Remark 8.42. This group action, together with the fact that SOD f is étale overU leads
to a conceptual proof of the fact that topologically trivial autoequivalences act trivially
on semiorthogonal decompositions, as in [38, Corollary 3.15]. We will sketch it here.
Consider a smooth projective variety g : X → Speckwhere k is an algebraically closed
field. Consider the connected component of the identity Auteq0(g ) (which, in fact, is
known to be isomorphic to Pic0X /k×Aut
0
X /k), which we will denote byU . Then we can
consider the smooth projective family f = prU : X ×U →U . There exists aU -linear au-
toequivalenceΦ: Perf(X ×U )→ Perf(X ×U )which, over eachpoint of Auteq0(g ), restricts
to the autoequivalence of PerfX represented by the point. Let us fix a semiorthogonal
decomposition Db(X ) = 〈A,B〉 . We wish to show that A = Φ(A) ⊂ PerfX , so that any
topologically trivial autoequivalence of PerfX preservesA as a subcategory of PerfX .
The twoU -linear semiorthogonal decompositions
Perf (X ×U ) = 〈pr∗X A,pr
∗
X B〉= 〈Φ(pr
∗
X A),Φ(pr
∗
X B)〉
correspond to two sectionsU ⇒ SOD f , and they coincide at the origin ofU . Now since
SOD f →U is étale, it follows that they coincide on a Zariski open subset V ⊂U contain-
ing the origin.
Note that we have not yet proved the equality V =U , since SOD f →U may not be
separated. However, note that V is actually a subgroup scheme ofU , as it is a stabiliser
subgroup of the semiorthogonal decomposition. As V is open dense inU , we can con-
cludeU = V .
Let us for goodmeasure show that topologically non-trivial autoequivalences can act
non-trivially.
Example8.43. Consider the caseU = Speck. To see that tensoringwith linebundles can
actnon-trivially it suffices to considerP1 and theexceptional collectiongivenby 〈OP1 (i ),OP1 (i+1)〉.
To see that automorphisms can act non-trivially, consider the surface P1×P1. Then any
involution exchanging the two components, which is topologically non-trivial, sends
the exceptional line bundleO(1,0) toO(0,1). In particular, such an involution does not
preserve the semiorthogonal decomposition induced byO(1,0).
Wewill finally show that these twogroupactions commute. Weexpect the same result
to hold for the action of the algebraic group action suggested in Remark 8.40. In the
absolute case this result is given (without proof) as [46, Lemma 2.2(ii)]. For the reader’s
sake we fill in some of the details in the relative case.
Proposition 8.44. The actions of Brℓ and Auteq( f ) commute.
Proof. It suffices to show that the mutation Ri (A
•) commutes with autoequivalences,
the proof for the left mutation being dual. Moreover, we can reduce the statement and
thenotation to the rightmutationof the f -linear semiorthogonal decompositionPerfX = 〈A,B〉,
because the other components are not modified in the mutation.
It then suffices to observe that for the right mutation ofA is ⊥B, and we have that
f (⊥B) = { f (T ) |HomPerfX (T ,B) = 0}= {T |HomPerfX ( f
−1(T ),B) = 0}
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agrees with
⊥ f (B) = {T |HomPerfX (T , f (B) = 0}
and we are done. 
9. EXAMPLE: FAMILIES OF CUBIC SURFACES
In this final section we briefly discuss the precise relationship between the moduli
spaces SODℓf associated to a family of cubic surfaces and the moduli of lines, the moti-
vating example from the introduction.
Let f :X →U be a versal family of cubic surfaces, withU connected. One can asso-
ciate to f the following étale morphisms overU :
(1) The moduli space of non-trivial semiorthogonal decompositions ntSOD2f →U
of length 2.
(2) The moduli space of (−1)-curves (or relative Fano scheme of lines) in the fibers
as in (1.1), which will be denoted by t : F →U . It is a finite étale morphism of
degree 27.
Let us explain how these two spaces are related. The base change
t ∗ f :Xt ..=X × f ,U ,t F→F
admits a tautological closed immersion e : L ,→Xt over F by the universal line L, such
that for each x ∈ F , the image over x is the line in (Xt )x = Xt (x ) corresponding to the
point x .
Firstly, we can construct two open immersions
(9.1) F ,→ ntSOD2f
of algebraic spaces overU . To do this, we consider the f -linear semiorthogonal decom-
position induced by the t ∗ f -exceptional objectOe (L) and its complement. The choice
between the left and right orthogonal gives two different open immersions. They are
related by the action of the braid group Br2.
Next, let t˜ : F˜ →U be the Galois closure of t . It is well known that the Galois group
of t˜ is the Weyl group W(E6) of order 51840. See [28, page 716] for a proof, and the book
[36] by Camille Jordan for the first treatment of the topic. The base change
t˜ ∗ f :Xt˜ ..=X × f ,U ,t˜ F˜→ F˜
admits 6 closed immersions e1, . . . ,e6 : L ,→ Xt˜ over F˜ such that for each x ∈ F˜ , the
images over x are mutually disjoint (−1)-curves of the fiber (Xt˜ )x =Xt˜ (x ). Now let
(9.2) ι : F˜ ,→ ntSOD9f
be theopen immersionof algebraic spaces overU corresponding to the t˜ ∗ f -exceptional
collection obtained by the f -exceptional collection
OX ,OX (H ),OX (2H ),Oe1(L), . . . ,Oe6(L)
obtained from Orlov’s blowup formula [55, Theorem 4.3].
LetW ≤Br9 be the subgroup of elements which preserves the connected component
ι(F˜ ). It acts as covering transformations, so there exists a natural homomorphism
W →W(E6).(9.3)
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Note that it has a big kernel, since no element ofW has finite order.
Proposition 9.1. The natural morphism (9.3) is surjective.
Proof. It is enough to show that the action of W on a fiber of t˜ is transitive. For this
purpose, fix a point u ∈U and letS be the corresponding cubic surface. Then the points
of the fiber t˜ −1(u ) bijectively correspond to markings on S . Let ℓ1, . . . ,ℓ6 and ℓ
′
1, . . . ,ℓ
′
6
be two sequences of six disjoint lines on S . By [40], the action of Br9 on the set of full
exceptional collections of Db(S ) is transitive (up to shifts). Hence there exists b ∈ Br9
such that
b
 
OS ,OS (H ),OS (2H ),Oℓ1 , . . . ,Oℓ6

=

OS ,OS (H
′),OS (2H
′),Oℓ′1 , . . . ,Oℓ′6

,
where H and H ′ are the pull-backs of the classes of lines of P2 obtained by contract-
ing the sets of 6 lines ℓ1, . . . ,ℓ6 and ℓ
′
1, . . . ,ℓ
′
6, respectively. As the braid group action
exchanges the connected components of ntSOD9f , it follows that b (ι(F˜ )) = ι(F˜ ), i.e.,
b ∈W . 
PROBLEM 9.2. Identify the groupW and the kernel of (9.3).
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APPENDIX A. DEFORMATION THEORY FOR A MORPHISM IN THE DERIVED CATEGORY WITH
FIXED LIFT OF THE CODOMAIN
BY PIETER BELMANS, WENDY LOWEN, SHINNOSUKE OKAWA AND ANDREA T. RICOLFI
In this appendixweproveadeformation-theoretic result of independent interestwhich
is a key ingredient in the deformation theory and moduli theory of semiorthogonal de-
compositions.
It is a generalisationof thedeformation-obstruction theory forobjects andmorphisms
relative to deformations of abelian categories from [51]. For this reason we will use the
notation and terminology from op. cit. In particular, we fix a sequence of surjections of
noetherian rings
(A.1) R ։ R ։ R0
where we denote4 ker(R ։ R0) = a and ker(R → R ) = b. Wemoreover assume that R ։ R
is a small extension relative to R ։ R0, i.e. that ab= 0. This implies that b
2 = 0 and that b
has the structure of an R0-module, which will be useful later on.
Setup. We consider an R0-linear abelian category C0, which is assumed to be flat in
the sense of [52, Definition 3.2]. Depending on the situation, we will often moreover
assume it is either Grothendieck or co-Grothendieck.
Then we consider a flat abelian deformation C of C0 over R , and a further flat abelian
deformation C over R . Each of the functors C0 → C and C → C has two associated (left
and right) restriction functors: its left adjoint given by the tensor product functor and its
right adjoint given by theHom functor. We can summarise the situation in the following
diagram
(A.2)
R : C
R : C
R0 : C0
R⊗R− HomR (R ,−)
R0⊗R− HomR (R0,−)
The following prototypical example will be of our interest.
ExampleA.1. LetX → SpecR beaflatmorphismofquasicompact andseparated schemes,
and X → SpecR ,X0→ SpecR0 be its base changes. Then
C0
..=QcohX0 ,→ C
..=QcohX ,→ C ..=QcohX(A.3)
are flat abelian categories linear over R0,R ,R , respectively, where the inclusion func-
tors are given by pushforwards of quasicoherent sheaves. The left restriction functors
R ⊗R −,R0⊗R − in this context are nothing but the pull-backs of quasicoherent sheaves
along the inclusions.
Notice that the right restriction functors preserve injectives whereas the left restric-
tion functors preserve projectives. We are interested in lifting objects (or complexes)
4These are I and J in [51]. We use different symbols so that the reader should not mix them up with
injective objects.
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and morphisms along these restriction functors, and following [51] our approach will
be to replace the complexes of our interest by appropriate complexes of injective or pro-
jective objects. If the abelian categories A = C0,C,C under consideration do not have
enough injectives (resp. projectives), one can resort to the parallel setup for the asso-
ciated Ind-completions Ind(A) (resp. Pro-completions Pro(A) = Ind(Aop)op). Assum-
ing A to be small (as we may do by tacitly enlarging the universe), these completions
are Grothendieck (resp. co-Grothendieck) categories and hence have enough injectives
(resp. projectives). When working with Grothendieck categories from the start, this in-
termediate step is unnecessary for lifting along the right restriction functors. However,
as Example A.1 shows, in algebraic geometry it is oftenmore natural to lift along the left
restriction functors and in this case one does need the intermediate step of considering
Pro-completions.
Similar to the approach in [51] we will first prove results for homotopy categories of
linear categories and their deformations (in §A.1), and then restrict to appropriate sub-
categories which decribe the derived categories of our interest (in §A.2). To do so, we
will appeal to the comparison machinery of [51, §6] which explains how lift groupoids
for subcategories are related to lift groupoids for the ambient categories.
Ourfirst theorem is the followingdeformation-obstruction result, whichwill beproven
in §A.1. It is phrased in the setting of Grothendieck categories and right restriction func-
tors, which is also the setting used in op. cit (but is dual to the setting we are interested
in).
In what follows, the notation K(−) denotes the homotopy category of complexes of
the additive category − and also the functor induced between the homotopy categories.
Theorem A.2. Let C0 be a Grothendieck abelian category.
Consider an exact triangle
(A.4) F0
s0
→G0→H0→ F0[1]
in K(InjC0), and let
(A.5) F
s
→G
be a morphism in K(InjC)which restricts to s0, i.e. K(HomR (R0, s )) = s0.
LetG be a lift ofG in K(InjC) to K(InjC) along K(HomR (R ,−)). Then
(1) there exists an obstruction class
(A.6) o(s ) ∈H1(RHomC0 (RHomR0 (b,F0),H0))
such that o(s ) = 0 if and only if s lifts to a morphism s : F →G in K(InjC);
(2) assume that H−1(RHomC0 (RHomR0 (b,F0),H0)) = 0. Then if o(s ) = 0, the set of
isomorphism classes of such lifts is a torsor under
(A.7) H0(RHomC0 (RHomR0 (b,F0),H0)).
TheH−1-vanishing is a shadowofaderiveddeformation theory involvinghigher struc-
tures, and is also present in [51]. We refrain from developing it here because we don’t
need it for our application (and likely our tools are not quite adequate to deal with it).
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Remark A.3. Theorem A.2 recovers the deformation theory of objects from [51, Theo-
remB] (in the version for the homotopy category of injectives), by considering the trian-
gle
(A.8) C0→ 0→C0[1]
+1
−−−→
idC0 [1]
C0[1]
and where the fixed lift of the zero object is the zero object.
For our purposes we will need the following dual result, concerning lifts along the
left restriction functor (given by the tensor product). To deduce it from Theorem A.2,
it suffices to consider the opposite categories of C0, C and C in (A.2), using [52, Propo-
sition 8.7(3)]. This exchanges left and right adjoints, and turns co-Grothendieck cate-
gories into Grothendieck categories.
Theorem A.4 (Dual version of Theorem A.2). Let C0 be a co-Grothendieck abelian cate-
gory.
Consider an exact triangle
(A.9) F0
s0
→G0→H0→ F0[1]
in K(ProjC0), and let
(A.10) F
s
→G
be a morphism in K(ProjC)which restricts to s0, i.e. K(R0⊗R s ) = s0.
LetG be a lift ofG in K(ProjC) to K(ProjC) along K(R ⊗R −). Then
(1) there exists an obstruction class
(A.11) o(s ) ∈H1(RHomC0 (F0,b⊗
L
R0
H0))
such that o(s ) = 0 if and only if s lifts to a morphism s : F →G in K(ProjC);
(2) assume that H−1(RHomC0 (F0,b⊗
L
R0
H0)) = 0. Then if o(s ) = 0, the set of isomor-
phism classes of such lifts is a torsor under
(A.12) H0(RHomC0 (F0,b⊗
L
R0
H0)).
A.1. Deformation theory for morphisms in the homotopy category of injectives. In
this subsection we prove Theorem A.2. Let the notations be as in the theorem. We need
a convenient way of representing the morphism s : F → G . We do this by using the
“coderived model structure” (introduced in [7] for dg rings) on the category of cochain
complexes Ch(C).
Let us briefly recall the relevant facts for our purpose. For a Grothendieck category C,
the category Ch(C) can be endowed with a (cofibrantly generated) abelian model struc-
ture (the existence of which is given in [63, Proposition 6.9] under a locally finitely pre-
sentability hypothesis, which can be removed [50]) with K(InjC) as homotopy category.
In this structure all objects are cofibrant, the fibrant objects are the graded-injectives
complexes (in other words, the complexes in Ch(InjC)), and the weakly trivial objects
(or so called “coacyclic” objects) are the objects left orthogonal to the fibrant ones. As
is the case in an abelian model category, these classes of objects determine the classes
of cofibrations, fibrations and weak equivalences. In particular, the cofibrations are the
degree-wise monomorphism.
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Lemma A.5. Let C be a Grothendieck category, and s : F → G a morphism in Ch(InjC).
There exists a homotopy equivalence h : G →G ′ with G ′ ∈ Ch(InjC) such that the com-
position h ◦ s is homotopic to a degree-wise monomorphism.
Proof. It suffices to factor s as a cofibration followed by a trivial fibration w , and take a
fibrant replacement z of the intermediate object as in the following diagram:
(A.13)
F G
F G1
G ′
s
1
s ′
w
z
In the homotopy category, the roof zw−1 : G → G ′ is equivalent to a homotopy equiv-
alence h : G → G ′ since the objects G and G ′ are in Ch(InjC). Then s ′ is the desired
cofibration (i.e., degreewise monomorphism) homotopic to hs . 
Returning to the setup of Theorem A.2, by Lemma A.5, up to isomorphism inK(InjC),
we can write our morphism s : F →G as
(A.14) s : J • ,→ I •,
with s a degree-wise monomorphism (and J • and I • complexes of injectives).
Wewill repeatedly use the following lemma for lifting injective objects along the func-
tor HomR (R ,−).
Lemma A.6. Any object I ∈ InjC admits an object I ∈ InjC unique up to isomorphism
such thatHomR (R , I )≃ I .
Proof. As C is flat over R , [52, Proposition 3.4] implies that any injective object of C is
coflat (see, say, [52, Definition 2.5] for the definition of coflat objects). Hence it admits
a lift to a coflat object of C, which is unique up to isomorphisms by the deformation
theory [51, Theorem 6.11] and the injectivity of I .
Now it remains to show that there is at least one lift I ∈ Inj(C) of I , which has to be the
coflat lift. This is shown in the proof of [51, Proposition 5.5]. 
Lemma A.7. Suppose that there exists an objectG ∈K(Inj(C)) such that
K
 
HomR (R ,−)

(G )≃ J • ∈K(Inj(C)).
Then there exists a complex J
•
of objects in Inj(C) such that G ≃ J
•
∈ K(Inj(C)) and for
each i ∈Z one hasHomR (R , J
i
)≃ J i ∈ Inj(C).
Proof. For each i ∈Z, let J
i
∈ Inj(C) be the lift of J i whose existence is shown in Lemma
A.6. Now the assertion follows from the crude lifting lemma [51, Proposition 4.3]. 
Fromnow on, we will fix a lift I • of I • as in LemmaA.7 once for all. Also, for each i ∈Z
consider the lift J i of J i . Using the injectivity of I i , it follows from the deformation the-
ory [51, Theorem 6.12] that s i : J i ,→ I i admits at least one lift5 s i : J i → I i . Note that s i is
5In fact, the zeroth cohomology in [51, Theorem 6.12(2)] is nonzero as soon as J i is nonzero. Hence the
lift is not unique in general.
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split injective. In fact, the injectivity of I i implies that s i admits a left inverse t i : I i → J i .
By the same deformation theory as before, it admits a lift t i : I i → J i and we know that
n ..= t i ◦s i −id J i ∈ EndC( J
i ) is actually coming from its subspace HomC
 
HomR (b, J
i ), J i

.
As explained in [51, Proposition 5.4(i)]we have that ker(HomR (R ,−))
2 from the stand-
ing assumption on the ring extensions which implies that b2 = 0, using the notion intro-
duced in [51, §3.2].
We have that n ∈ ker(HomR (R ,−)), because HomR (R ,n ) = t
i ◦ s i − idJ i = 0. Hence
n ◦n = 0 and (idJ i −n ) ◦ t
i is a left inverse to s i . Now we fix for each i ∈ Z such a lift of
s i and name it s i0. We also fix a left inverse t
i
0 to s
i
0. This will give us, for each i ∈Z, the
direct sum decomposition
(A.15) I i = J i ⊕K i ,
where J i = s i0( J
i ) and K i = ker(t
i
0). This brings us roughly in a situation like that of [32,
§2.A.7], and we will combine the ideas from op. cit. with the tools from [51] to prove the
result.
We consider the different (graded) lifts s of s up to the action of the infinitesimal au-
tomorphisms of J •. These allow us to normalise the components of s such that they are
of the form
s i = idJ i ⊕β
i
s
for some
β is : HomR (b, J
i )→ K i
under the decomposition (A.15). Via this normalisation, infinitesimal automorphisms
between lifts are forced to be the identity on the component J •.
By combining themorphisms s i with the embeddings K i ,→ I i we can identify s with
an automorphism bs of I
• whose components b is are of the form
(A.16) b is =

idJ i 0
β is idK i

The differential dI • can be decomposed using (A.15) into

d1,1 d1,2
d2,1 d2,2

, and using bs it can be
conjugated into d˜s = b
−1
s ◦dI •◦bs whose entry inposition (2,1)under thedecomposition
(A.15) we will denote by ϕs . More explicitly, we have that
(A.17) ϕs =−βs ◦d1,1+d2,1+d2,2 ◦βs ,
asβs ◦d1,2◦βs = 0, becauseβs ∈ ker(HomR (R ,−)) andwe have that ker(HomR (R ,−))
2 = 0
as before. This discussion proves the following lemma.
Lemma A.8. The map s embeds J • into I • as a subcomplex if and only if ϕs = 0.
Our next step is to analyse the differential d˜s as an endomorphism of degree 1 of I
•.
For this we consider the short exact sequence of complexes of vector spaces
(A.18)
0→Hom•−(HomR (b, I
•), I •)→Hom•(HomR (b, I
•), I •)→Hom•
+
(HomR (b, I
•), I •)→ 0
where we define Hom•−(HomR (b, I
•), I •) as the subcomplex of morphisms I i → I i+ j of
degree j which are zero on J i after reduction to R .
By the construction we have the following lemma.
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Lemma A.9. The differential d˜s defines a 1-cocycle
 
0 0
ϕ 0

ofHom•
+
(HomR (b, I
•), I •).
We are now in the position to define the obstruction class.
Definition A.10. The obstruction class for s : F →G is
(A.19) o(s ) ..= [d˜s ]∈H
1(Hom•
+
(HomR (b, I
•), I •)).
In the definition of the obstruction class there were choices involved, but by the proof
of Proposition A.12 these do not influence the cohomology class.
We now check that it really serves the role of an obstruction class.
PropositionA.11. The class o(s ) is the obstruction to the lifting of s as amorphism in the
homotopy category of injectives. Namely, o(s ) = 0 if and only if there exists a morphism
of complexes s : J
•
→ I
•
such that K(HomR (R ,−))(s ) = s .
Proof. Assume that a lift s (as a morphism of cochain complexes) exists. By Lemma A.8
we have thatϕs = 0, as then J
• is a subcomplex of I • via s .
Conversely, if o(s ) = 0, then there exists a morphism
(A.20) ψ=

0 0
ψ2,1 0

such that
(A.21) [d˜s ] =δ([ψ]),
where δ is the differential in the complex Hom•
+
(HomR (b, I
•), I •). This condition can be
rephrased as
(A.22) ϕ = d2,2 ◦ψ2,1−ψ2,1 ◦d1,1.
Then we claim that J • becomes a subcomplex of I • via
(A.23) s ..= idJ •⊕(β −ψ2,1).
To prove this claim, it suffices by Lemma A.8 to compute the componentϕs of d˜ associ-
ated to β −ψ2,1. Starting from the description in (A.17) we can regroup and apply (A.22)
to see that
(A.24)
− (β −ψ2,1) ◦d1,1+d2,1+d2,2 ◦ (β −ψ2,1)
= (−β ◦d1,1+d2,1+d2,2 ◦β )− (d2,2 ◦ψ2,1−ψ2,1 ◦d1,1)
= 0.
This completes the proof. 
This doesn’t quite provepart (1) of TheoremA.2 yet, as the obstruction class lives in an
a priori different cohomology space. This will be remedied in Proposition A.13. Before
doing so, we first prove how the set of lifts is a torsor.
Proposition A.12. Assume that H−1(RHomC0 (RHomR0(b,F0),H0)) = 0. If o(s ) = 0, then
the set of isomorphism classes of lifts is a torsor underH0(Hom•
+
(HomR (b, I
•), I •).
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Proof. Let β ..= βs and β
′ ..= βs ′ be associated to different lifts s and s
′ of s . By Lemma
A.8 this means that the associated ϕs and ϕs ′ are zero, i.e.
(A.25) −β ◦d1,1+d2,1+d2,2 ◦β = 0
and
(A.26) −β ′ ◦d1,1+d2,1+d2,2 ◦β
′ = 0
But then β−β ′ is a 0-cocycle inHom•
+
(HomR (b, I
•), I •), which is analogous to what hap-
pened in (A.22).
Conversely, ifβ ..=βs is associated toa lift s of s , andξ is a 0-cocycle inHom+(HomR (b, I
•), I •),
then β +ξ defines another lift of s , because
(A.27)
− (β +ξ) ◦d1,1+d2,1+d2,2 ◦ (β +ξ)
= (−β ◦d1,1+d2,1+d2,2 ◦β ) +δ(ξ)
= 0
Finally, note thatβ andβ ′ define the samemorphism from J • to I • if andonly if bβ = bβ ′
(recall (A.16)) as endomorphisms of I •. But bβ −bβ ′ is a 0-coboundary of Hom
•(I •, I •) if
and only bβ −bβ ′ is a 0-coboundary of Hom
•
+
(HomR (b, I
•), I •). But this is the case if and
only if there exists η ∈Hom−1( J •,K •) such that β −β ′ = d2,2 ◦η−η ◦d1,1. 
Finally we prove the following identification, finishing the proof of Theorem A.2.
Proposition A.13. There exist isomorphisms of complexes
(A.28) Hom•
+
(HomR (b, I
•), I •)≃Hom•
+
(HomR0 (b, I
•
0 ), I
•
0 )≃Hom
•(HomR0 (b,K
•
0 ), J
•
0 )
where as before K •0
..= I •0 / J
•
0 .
Proof. Thefirst isomorphism follows from the fact thatR → R is small relative toR → R0,
i.e. that ab= 0. We will denote the image of an element (s i )i by (t
i )i .
Now define
µ j : Hom j+(HomR0 (b, I
•
0 ), I
•
0 ) =
Hom j (HomR0 (b, I
•
0 ), I
•
0 )
Hom
j
−(HomR0 (b, I
•
0 ), I
•
0 )
→Hom j (HomR0 (b,K
•
0 ), J
•
0 )
by sending t j to the morphism u j defined by the composition
HomR0 (b, J
i
0 ) K
i+ j
0
HomR0 (b, I
i
0 ) I
i+ j
0
u j
t j
giving the second isomorphism. 
Proof of Theorem A.2. To prove (1) and (2) it suffices to apply the identification from
Proposition A.13 to Propositions A.11 and A.12. 
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A.2. Restriction to the derived category. In order to apply Theorem A.4 to the setting
of interest to us we need a comparison result as in [51, §6.3]. After all, we are not so
much interested in deforming morphisms in K(ProjProC), but rather in derived cate-
gories which avoid the Pro-construction.
We need the analogue of [51, Proposition 6.2]. Let us first recall the following defini-
tion from [51, Definition 6.1].
Definition A.14. A diagram of functors
(A.29)
C C′
D D′
F
H H ′
G
satisfies (L) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) the diagram is commutative up to natural isomorphism;
(2) F andG are fully faithful;
(3) if H ′(C ′) ≃ G (D ) for some C ′ ∈ C′ and D ∈ D, then there exists an object C ∈ C
such that C ′ ≃ F (C ).
Here H andH ′ are to be interpreted as the restriction functors for two deformations.
Then let f : D1 → D2 be a morphism in D2, and let d : D2 e→H (D 2) be a lift of D2. Then
the set of lifts of f will be denoted by LH ( f | d ) (compare to [51, Definition 3.1(2)]). More
precisely, LH ( f | d ) is the set of isomorphism classes of the groupoid whose object is a
pair of a lift d1 :D1 e→H (D 1) of D1 and a morphism f :D 1 →D 2 such that H ( f )d1 = d f ,
and an isomorphism from such a pair to another one (d ′1 : D1 e→H (D ′1), f ′ : D ′1 → D 2) is
an isomorphism ϕ :D 1 e→D ′1 such that f ′ϕ f = f andH (ϕ)d1 = d ′1.
Supposeadiagramof the form(A.29) satisfies (L) fromDefinitionA.14. Let f :D1→D2
be a morphism inD, c2 :D2 e→H (C2) ∈ LH (D2) and C ′2 ..= F (C2). Let g ..=G ( f ), and
c ′2
..=G (c2):G (D2) e→F (C ′2).
Here we used the isomorphismGH ≃H ′F . Consider the canonical map
LH ( f | c2)→ LH ′ (g | c
′
2)(A.30)
which sends a lift [c1 :D1 e→H (C1), f : C1→C2] of f to the following lift of g .
G (c1): G (D1) e→GH (C1)≃H ′F (C1), F ( f ): F (C1)→ F (C2).
Analogous to [51, Proposition 6.2] one obtains the following proposition from the prop-
erty (L).
Proposition A.15. The map (A.30) is a bijection.
We wish to apply this to the dual setting of [51, §6.3]. For this, let us consider the
setting of flat abelian deformations of (A.2), without any restriction on the category.
Then the dual of [51, Proposition 6.5] in our lifting problem for morphisms is the fol-
lowing.
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Proposition A.16. There is a diagram
(A.31)
D−(ProC) K−(ProjProC) K(ProjProC)
D−(ProC) K−(ProjProC) K(ProjProC)
≃
≃
where the vertical arrowsare theappropriatelydefined restriction functors. Both squares
satisfy (L) (seeDefinition A.14), hence the deformation theory formorphismswith fixed
lift of the target from Theorem A.4 restricts to lifting morphisms in the category D−(C).
For ourpurposeswemostly care aboutperfect complexes on schemes, sowe consider
the setting of Example A.1. This requires a further restriction step, which is given by the
following proposition. We will use the notion of Tor-dimension and pseudo-coherent
complexes, introduced in [62, Tag 08CG] and [62, Tag 08CB].
Proposition A.17. Let X ,X be as in Example A.1. There is a diagram
PerfX D−fTd(QcohX ) D
−
fTd,QcohX
(ProQcohX ) D−(ProQcohX )
PerfX D−fTd(QcohX ) D
−
fTd,QcohX (ProQcohX ) D
−(ProQcohX )
∼=
∼=
where the vertical arrows are the appropriately defined restriction functors. All three
squares satisfy (L) (see Definition A.14).
Proof. The fact that the middle and the right square satisfy (L) is dual to [51, Proposi-
tion 6.9].
For the left squareweuse the characterizationofperfect complexes aspseudo-coherent
complexes of finite Tor dimension, from [62, Tag 08CQ]. To prove that the left square sat-
isfies (L), we consider an object E inD−fTd(QcohX ) such that its restriction R ⊗
L
R
E lies in
the essential image from the inclusion of PerfX . It suffices to prove that E is pseudoco-
herent.
To see this we use the 2-out-of-3 property for pseudo-coherence from [62, Tag 08CD],
and consider the triangle
(A.32) b⊗L
R
E → E → R ⊗R E → b⊗
L
R
E [1]
inducedby taking thederived tensorproduct the short exact sequence0→ b→ R → R → 0
with E . By assumption we have that R ⊗R E is perfect, hence pseudocoherent.
To see that b⊗L
R
E is pseudocoherent, we consider the isomorphism
(A.33) b⊗L
R
E ∼= b⊗LR (R ⊗
L
R
E )
using the fact that b2 = 0 to conclude that E is itself pseudocoherent, hence it lies in the
essential image of the inclusion of PerfX inD−fTd(QcohX ). 
We obtain the following corollary.
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Corollary A.18. Consider the situation of Example A.1. Consider an exact triangle
(A.34) F0
s0
→G0→H0→ F0[1]
in PerfX0, and let
(A.35) F
s
→G
be a morphism in PerfX which restricts to s0, i.e. R0⊗LR s = s0.
Let G be a lift of G in PerfX to PerfX along R ⊗L
R
−; i.e., suppose that the derived
pull-back ofG by the inclusion morphism X ,→ X is isomorphic toG . Then
(1) there exists an obstruction class
(A.36) o(s ) ∈Ext1X0 (F0,b⊗
L
R0
H0)
such that o(s ) = 0 if and only if s lifts to a morphism s : F →G in PerfX ;
(2) assume that Ext−1X0 (F0,b⊗
L
R0
H0) = 0, if o(s ) = 0 then the set of isomorphism classes
of such lifts is a torsor under
(A.37) Ext0X0 (F0,b⊗
L
R0
H0).
We end this appendix with the following remarks.
Remark A.19. In the setting where R0 is semisimple, we canmake the following simpli-
fication: we have an isomorphism
(A.38) RHomX0 (F0,b⊗
L
R0
H0)≃RHomX0 (F0,H0)⊗R0 b,
and the computations reduce to determining the usual Ext-groups of the objects which
are involved.
Remark A.20. As explained in Remark A.3 we can recover the deformation theory of
complexes fromourdeformation theoryof complexeswithfixed lift of the target. Namely
we recover [48, Theorem 3.1.1] (for perfect complexes) as in Remark A.3 by takingG0 = 0
and using the zero object as the fixed lift of the target. Then condition in Corollary
A.18(2) translates to the gluability condition in [48].
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